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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 

 
FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT (FONSI) 

 
Location 
Hudson Valley Regional Airport (POU) 
Wappingers Falls, NY 
 
Project Description 
The proposed project consists of: 

 Displace Runway 6 threshold 193 feet 
 Reconfigure and re-cable Medium Intensity Approach Lighting System with Sequenced 

Runway Alignment Indicator Lights (MALSR) and associated grading (includes 
construction of at least three new light towers, removal of at least three light towers, 
height modification of six light towers). It is possible that all existing light towers and 
foundations must be replaced within the MALSR limits of disturbance depending on the 
structural effects of light tower height adjustments and condition of the existing MALSR 
system. 

 Relocation of approximately 200 feet of existing gravel access road adjacent to light 
tower located 1,000 feet from the displaced threshold. 

 Relocate instrument landing system (ILS) glideslope antenna, equipment shelter, and 
access road and associated grading 

 Relocate precision approach path indicator (PAPI) lights on Runway 6 end 
 Fill, re-grade, and remove uneven paved areas on the Runway 24 end 
 Re-marking and re-lighting on Runway 6 end. 
 Redesign and publication of new approach procedures to the Runway 6 end (1-mile 

visibility minimum) 
 Implement declared distances 

 
Proposed Federal Action 
The proposed federal action is federal funding for Runway Safety Area (RSA) improvements at 
Hudson Valley Regional Airport. The FAA retains federal funding approval authority over the 
RSA improvements. 
 
Background 
The Runway 24 end EMAS had reached the end of its useful life. However, in early 2018, the 
FAA identified that D-II aircraft are no longer conducting operations to meet substantial use 
threshold requirements at POU. Rather, B-II family of aircraft now meet substantial use 
threshold requirements. This change in runway designation results in reduced RSA dimensions: 
150 feet in width and 300 feet in length for visibility minimums not lower than ¾ mile. The 
reduced RSAs eliminated the need for a replacement EMAS on the Runway 24 end since a 
standard RSA of 300 feet can be provided. However, Runway 6-24 is still not in compliance with 
federal design standards for the updated RSA dimensions. 
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Purpose and Need 
The purpose of the RSA improvements is to bring Runway 6-24 runway safety areas into 
compliance with federal design standards and regulations. 
 
The need is that the current RSA has the following violations: 

 49-62 foot drop in terrain 107 feet from Runway 6 end 
 Jackson Road 240 feet from Runway 6 end 
 Wappinger Creek located 220 feet from Runway 6 end 
 Airport fence located 175 feet from Runway 6 end 
 Uneven paved area on Runway 24 end where EMAS bed was removed 

 
Alternatives 
Ten alternatives were considered:  

1. The no action alternative,  
2. Building an embankment on Runway 6 end,  
3. Reducing runway length by 193 feet by removing pavement, and filling and re-grading 

RSA, 
4. Displacing the Runway 6 threshold, publishing declared distances, and filling, re-grading 

and clearing of uneven paved areas on the Runway 24 end, 
5. Shifting the Runway 6 end 193 feet to the northeast and extending the Runway 24 end 

193 feet to maintain the existing runway length of 5,001 feet for landing and takeoffs, 
6. Realigning the runway; rotating Runway 6-24 so the entire RSA fits within airport 

property, 
7. Install EMAS, 
8. Filling, re-grading and clearing of uneven paved areas on the Runway 24 end, 
9. Constructing a retaining wall and displacing the threshold on the Runway 6 end, and 
10. Constructing a retaining wall and displacing the threshold on the Runway 6 end, and 

extend Runway 24 end. 
 
Alternative 4 was designated the Preferred Alternative and carried forward for analysis in the 
EA. The remaining alternatives were dismissed for a variety of reasons, such as site constraints, 
significantly higher costs, and not meeting the purpose and need. 
  
Discussion 
The attached June 2021 Environmental Assessment (EA) addresses the effects of the proposed 
action on the quality of the human and natural environment, and is made a part of this Finding. 
The following impact analysis highlights the more thorough analysis required for some resource 
categories, as presented in the EA document. 
 
Air Quality 
The airport is not located in a NAAQS moderate nonattainment for 8-hour ozone (1997) and for 
1-hour ozone (1979). An emissions inventory was conducted for the Preferred Alternative, and 
demonstrated that it would not cause exceedances of de minimis thresholds for any criteria 
pollutants. Thus, the Preferred Alternative is not anticipated to result in significant impacts on air 
quality at the airport. 
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Climate 
The Preferred Alternative would result in an increase in greenhouse gas emissions associated 
with construction activities. There are currently no federal requirements for reporting greenhouse 
gases from aviation sources and no significance thresholds. However, the recommendation to use 
alternative fuels or electricity when possible will be incorporated into the project. 
 
Biological Resources 
Coordination with the USFWS and NYNHP indicated that two federally-listed species: Indiana 
bat (endangered) and northern long-eared bat (threatened), and two state-listed species: Indiana 
Bat and Pied-Billed Grebe are known to occur in the vicinity of the Project areas. In the 
Preferred Alternative, any habitat conversion would be minimal, and mitigation measures such as 
timing restrictions and USACE wetlands permits will be employed. No significant impacts to 
biological resources are anticipated. 
 
Water Resources: Wetlands 
The Preferred Alternative may result in unavoidable permanent impacts to two wetlands from 
filling/grading activities associated with reconfiguring the existing MALSR system. The impacts 
would be small (0.09 acres) compared to the overall sizes of the wetlands, and no wetland 
functions and values would be totally eliminated. Given this information, and with the 
incorporation of minimization measures listed in the EA, no significant indirect impacts to 
wetlands are anticipated. 
 
Water Resources: Surface Water 
The Preferred Alternative will avoid work in the bed or banks of a delineated stream and its bank 
areas. The implementation of soil erosion and sediment controls during and after construction 
will minimize discharge of sediment to surface waters in or near the Project areas. Given this 
information, no significant direct or indirect impacts to surface waters are anticipated. 
 
Water Resources: Floodplains 
The Preferred Alternative could result in 0.09 acres of new development in a floodplain, but 
would not alter the functions of the floodplain. It does not meet the criteria of a “critical action” 
and will not result in a significant encroachment. With the incorporation of the minimization 
measures outlined in the EA, no significant impact to floodways and floodplain resources are 
expected. 
 
Water Resources: Groundwater 
The Airport is located approximately 1,500 feet east of the Fishkill and Sprout Creek Primary 
Aquifer, and overlays two unconfined principal aquifers. The Preferred Alternative would not 
result in an increase in impervious surfaces at the Airport, would not involve bulk storage of 
petroleum or chemical products, commercial application of pesticides, or withdrawal of 
groundwater for operational purposes, and will not involve activities that would generate, utilize, 
or store aquifer-susceptible contaminants such as landfill leachate, industrial waste lagoons, or 
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deicing fluids. No contamination of groundwater and/or aquifers is anticipated, nor are 
significant impacts to groundwater recharge expected. 
 
 
Hazardous Materials, Solid Waste, and Pollution Prevention 
The Airport and its occupants / operators are listed several times in association with the National 
Priorities List (NPL), the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and 
Liability Information System List (CERCLIS), or inactive hazardous waste disposal sites 
(SHWS database). Potential PFC groundwater contamination may exist at the Airport. 
However, there are no contaminated sites of concern located within the Project areas. No 
significant impacts related to hazardous materials, solid waste, or pollution prevention are 
anticipated and no mitigation is required. 
 

tible Land Use 
The Preferred Alternative will not change the current aircraft fleet mix by introducing new 
aircraft types or categories. However, the Project will displace the Runway 6 end threshold by 
193 feet. Therefore, a noise analysis was conducted to assess potential noise impacts. This 
analysis showed that the Preferred Alternative will not cause noise sensitive areas to experience 
an increase in noise of DNL 1.5 dB or more at or above DNL 65 dB noise exposure. 
Furthermore, the analysis showed a decrease in the 65 dB DNL contour over lands designated as 
recreation and entertainment, which could be considered a benefit. Therefore, there are no 
significant impacts to noise sensitive areas and no further noise analysis is required. 
 
Construction Impacts 
Construction impacts would be local in nature and temporary. Use of best management practices, 
timing restrictions, and permitting will ensure there are no significant impacts. 
 
Cumulative Impacts 
Cumulatively, the past and proposed projects for the airport are not anticipated to cause a 
significant impact to the environment with the incorporation of minimization measures and use 
of BMPs. 
 
Other Impact Categories 
The impacts of the proposed Federal action on coastal resources; Section 4(f) and 6(f) properties; 
farmlands; historic, architectural, archeological, & cultural resources; land use; natural resources 
and energy supply; socioeconomics, environmental justice, and children’s environmental health 
and safety risks; wild and scenic rivers; and visual effects were evaluated in the EA.  It is the 
FAA’s finding that the proposed action will not have any significant effect on any of the above 
noted categories.  
 
Public Involvement 
A public notice of availability was published in the Poughkeepsie Journal and Southern Dutchess 
News. The Draft Environmental Assessment was made available for public review at Hudson 
Valley Regional Airport, and on the Dutchess County website, for thirty days after publication of 
the notice of availability. No public comments were received. 
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Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation measures to be undertaken as part of the obstruction removal process include: 
 Construction Best Management Practices (BMPs) are recommended to reduce the 

emissions of criteria pollutants. 
 A USACE Section 404 wetlands permit will be obtained prior to construction. Measures 

and/or restrictions set forth in the permit will be adhered to during construction. 
 To protect pied-billed grebe, time of year restriction for construction activities within 

wetlands will occur between March 1 and June 30. 
 Wetland impacts will be kept to the minimum amount necessary to avoid the destruction 

of potential pied-billed grebe habitat and nesting areas. 
 Construction activities will be conducted in accordance with the provisions of FAA 

Advisory Circular 150/5370-10H, Standard Specifications for Construction of Airports 
and FAA Order 1050.10D, Environmental Pollution Control and Abatement at FAA 
facilities. 

 A USACE Section 404 wetlands permit and a Town of Wappinger Floodplain 
Construction Permit will be obtained prior to construction. Measures and/or restrictions 
set forth in the permit will be adhered to during construction. 

 Comply with flood-related design criteria. 
 

 
CONCLUSION AND APPROVAL: 
After careful and thorough consideration of the facts contained herein, the undersigned finds the 
federal action is consistent with existing national environmental policies and objectives as set 
forth in Section 101 (a) of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and it will not 
significantly affect the quality of the human environment or otherwise include any condition 
requiring consultation pursuant to Section 102(2)(c) of NEPA. 
 
 
 
Recommended: ___________________________ _______________

Environmental Specialist Date 
New York Airports District Office 

 
 
Approved: ___________________________ ________________ 

Manager Date 
New York Airports District Office 

 
 
Disapproved: ___________________________ ________________

Manager Date 
New York Airports District Office 

Digitally signed by 
JONATHAN ZACHARY 
DELAUNE 
Date: 2021.08.17 09:53:01 
-04'00'

EVELYN J 
MARTINEZ

Digitally signed by 
EVELYN J MARTINEZ 
Date: 2021.08.23 
15:40:11 -04'00'



 

 

This Environmental Assessment becomes a Federal document when evaluated, signed, and 
dated by the Responsible FAA Official. 
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Chapter 1 – Purpose and Need 

1.1 Introduc on 
This Environmental Assessment has been prepared to meet the requirements of  the Na-
tional Environmental Policy Act of  1969 (NEPA). The purpose of  this act is to ensure that 
the development decision takes into consideration all environmental, social, and economic 
factors affected by the project. This EA follows the guidelines and organizational structure 
recommended in the following documents: 

 Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Order 5050.4B, National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA) Implementing Instructions for Airport Actions, for preparation 
of  an Environmental Assessment 

 FAA Order 1050.1F, Environmental Policies and Procedures 

 FAA’s Environmental Desk Reference for Airport Actions, for the analysis of  po-
tential impacts.  

1.2 Project Background 
The Runway 24 end EMAS had reached the end of  its useful life. The Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration (FAA) provided funding to design the replacement EMAS. However, in early 
2018, the FAA identified that flight operations data for the past 10 years indicates that D-II 
aircraft (wingspans up to but not including 79 feet and approach speeds of  less than 161 
knots) are no longer conducting operations to meet substantial use threshold requirements at 
POU. Rather, B-II family of  aircraft (wingspans between 49’ and up to but not including 79’ 
and approach speeds of  91 knots or more but less than 121 knots) now meet substantial use 
threshold requirements.  This results in RSA dimensions that are 150 feet in width and 300 
feet in length for visibility minimums not lower than ¾ mile. The reduced RSAs eliminated 
the need for a replacement EMAS on the Runway 24 end since a standard RSA of  300 feet 
can be provided.  

Runway 6-24 is not in compliance with federal design standards for the updated RSA dimen-
sions (Table 1.1 and Figures 1.1 and 1.2).   

Table 1.1 – Runway Safety Area Existing Conditions 

Runway Violation 
6  49-62 foot drop in terrain 107 feet from runway end 

 Jackson road 240 feet from runway end 
 Wappinger Creek located 220 feet from runway end 
 Airport fence located 175 feet from runway end 

24  Uneven paved area where 155 foot by 300 foot EMAS bed was removed 
Source:  C&S Engineers, Inc. 
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Figure 1.1 – Runway 6 Runway Safety Area  

 

Source:  C&S Engineers, Inc. 

Figure 1.2 – Runway 24 Runway Safety Area  

 

Source:  C&S Engineers, Inc. 
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1.3 Purpose and Need 
The purpose of  the Proposed Project is to:  

 Bring Runway 6-24 runway safety areas into compliance with federal design stand-
ards and regulations. 

According to the design standards listed in Advisory Circular (AC) 150/5300-13A, Change 1, 
Airport Design the runway safety area should be: 

 Cleared and graded and have no potentially hazardous surface variations 

 Drained to prevent water accumulation 

 Free of  objects, except for objects that need to be located in the RSA because of  
their function and are constructed on low impact resistant supports 

 Capable of  supporting the occasional passage of  aircraft, snow removal equipment 
and rescue/firefighting equipment. 

FAA Order 5200.8, states that “all RSAs at federally obligated airports and all RSAs at air-
ports certificated under 14 [CFR] Part 139 shall conform to the standards contained in AC 
150/5300-13, Airport Design, to the extent practicable.” 

1.4 Descrip on of Proposed Project 

The Proposed Project includes the following (Figure 1.3): 

 Displace Runway 6 threshold 193 feet 

 Reconfigure and re-cable medium intensity runway lights with runway end identifier 
lights (MALSR) and associated grading (includes construction of  at least three new 
light towers, removal of  at least three light towers, height modification of  six light 
towers). It is possible that all existing light towers and foundations must be replaced 
within the MALSR limits of  disturbance depending on the structural effects of  light 
tower height adjustments and condition of  the existing MALSR system. 

 Relocation of  approximately 200 feet of  existing gravel access road adjacent to light 
tower located 1,000 feet from the displaced threshold. 

 Relocate instrument landing system (ILS) glideslope antenna, equipment shelter, and 
access road and associated grading 

 Relocate precision approach path indicator (PAPI) lights on Runway 6 end 

 Fill, re-grade, and remove uneven paved areas on the Runway 24 end 

 Re-marking and re-lighting on Runway 6 end 
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Figure 1.3 Proposed Project 
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 Redesign and publication of  new approach procedures to the Runway 6 end (1-mile 
visibility minimum) 

 Implement declared distances  

The implementation of  declared distances results in the loss of  193 feet of  runway length 
for landing at POU.  This is considered an interim, short-term plan to address non-standard 
RSA’s on Runway 6-24.  The County’s long-term plan is to shift/extend the Runway 24 end 
193 feet to gain back the existing runway length of  5,001 feet for takeoff  and landing opera-
tions.  The long-term plan will be evaluated further as part of  the on-going Airport Master 
Plan. 

1.5 Requested Federal Ac on 
The requested federal action with regard to the proposed project includes: 

 Determine the proposed near-term improvements at Airport are reasonably neces-
sary for use in air commerce or in the interests of  national defense (pursuant to 49 
U.S.C. §44502(b)) 

 Approval for further processing of  an application for federal assistance for near-
term eligible projects using federal funds from the Airport Improvement Program, 
as shown on the ALP (pursuant to 49 U.S.C. §47106 and §47107) 

 Determination of  eligibility for federal assistance under the Federal Grant-in-aid 
program authorized by the Airport and Airway Improvement Act of  1982, as 
amended (pursuant to 49 U.S.C. §47101) 

1.6 Time Frame for Ac on 
The following periods are anticipated for completing the proposed project; however, these will 
vary depending on availability of  federal, state, and local funding: 

 Design  in 2021-2022 

 Construction in 2023 
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Chapter 2— Alternatives of  Airport Development 

2.1 Introduc on 

The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations for implementing the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) state that alternatives are the heart of  the environmental 
process.1 Those regulations, as outlined in Title 40 of  the Code of  Federal Regulations 
(CFR), Parts 1500 to 1508 and subsequently, FAA Orders 1050.1F and 5050.4B, require that 
the federal decision-makers, (the Federal Aviation Administration [FAA]), perform the fol-
lowing tasks:  

 Rigorously explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives (“reasonable” 
meaning alternatives that are practicable or feasible from a technical, economical, 
and rational standpoint), including alternatives not within the jurisdiction of  the fed-
eral agency. For alternatives that were eliminated from detailed study, briefly discuss 
the reasons for their having been eliminated. 

 Dedicate substantial treatment to each alternative considered in detail, including the 
No-Action Alternative, so that reviewers may evaluate their comparative merits. 

 Identify the sponsor’s Proposed Alternative. 

This chapter describes the range of  alternatives developed as part of  the Environmental As-
sessment (EA).  A screening analysis was conducted on the alternatives to select the Spon-
sor’s preferred alternative. For alternatives considered but eliminated from further study, the 
EA will briefly explain why they were eliminated. The no-action alternative will be advanced 
through the alternatives analysis as a basis of  comparison against which the potential im-
pacts of  the other alternatives can be evaluated in accordance with CEQ regulations (Title 
40 CFR 1502.14(d)).  

2.2 Alterna ves 

The RSA improvement alternatives were developed based on guidelines contained in FAA 
Order 5200.8, Runway Safety Area Program.  A total of  ten alternatives were considered and 
are shown on Figures 2.1 and 2.2.  The alternatives included the following: 

 Alterna ve 1 – No‐Ac on:  In accordance with the Council on Environmental Quality 

(CEQ) regulations (40 CFR § 1502.14(d), a No-Action Alternative is included. For this alter-
native, the Airport would remain as it is today, with non-standard RSAs that do not comply 
with federal standards or regulations.  The No-Action alternative does not meet the purpose 
and need for the project, however, it provides a basis of  comparison for the assessment of  
future conditions/impacts.   

                                                      
1 Title 40 C.F.R., Section 1502.14, Alternatives Including the Proposed Action. 



Alternative 2: Standard RSAs

Alternative 3: Reduce Runway Length

Alternative 4: Implement Declared Distances

Alternative 5: Shift Runway

Alternative 6: Realign Runway

Hudson Valley Regional Airport
Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6

Figure 2.1

Alternative 1: No-Action



Hudson Valley Regional Airport
Alternatives 7, 8, 9, and 10

Figure 2.2

Alternative 8: Combination Alternative 

Alternative 9: RW 6 Retaining Wall & Displaced Threshold

Alternative 10: RW 6 Retaining Wall & Shift/Extend Runway 24 105’

Alternative 7: Install Non-Standard EMAS

Alternative 7: Install Standard EMAS

Delineated Wetland
with 100’ State Buffer

NYSDEC Wetland
with 100’ State Buffer
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Alterna ve 2 – Standard RSAs: This alternative provides the full RSAs by building an 

embankment on the Runway 6 end.  The Runway 24 RSA would be filled, re-graded and 
cleared of uneven paved areas.  

Alterna ve 3 – Reduce Runway Length: The Runway 6 RSA is currently 107 feet long.  

The runway would need to be shortened by 193 feet to provide a 300 foot long RSA.  This 
results in the runway length being reduced from 5,001 feet to 4,808 feet.  The Runway 24 
RSA would be filled, re-graded and cleared of uneven paved areas.  

Alterna ve 4 –Implement Declared Distances: This alternative provides the full RSAs 

by displacing the Runway 6 threshold, publishing declared distances, and filling, re-grading 
and clearing of uneven paved areas on the Runway 24 end. The implementation of declared 
distances is an acceptable means of providing an equivalent RSA when a standard RSA can-
not be achieved.  Declared distances reduce the usable runway length for operations to and 
from a runway end in order to obtain a standard RSA.  They allow the airport owner, subject 
to FAA approval, to publish distances to satisfy airplane operators’ requirements for takeoff 
run available, takeoff distance available, accelerate-stop distance and landing distances availa-
ble – with the runway beyond these distances available as runway safety area.  

Exhibit 2.1:  Declared Distances 

 

Source:  C&S Engineers, Inc. 

Alterna ve 5 – Shi  Runway: This alternative shifts the Runway 6 end 193 feet to the 

northeast and extends the Runway 24 end 193 feet to maintain the existing runway length of 
5,001 feet for landing and takeoffs.  
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Alterna ve 6 – Realign Runway: Realignment of the runway would involve rotating 

Runway 6-24 so the entire RSA fits within airport property.  

Alterna ve 7 – Install EMAS: An Engineered 

Materials Arresting System (EMAS) is another 
option to consider when a full RSA cannot be 
achieved. EMAS uses a lightweight, crushable 
concrete placed at the end of a runway to stop or 
greatly slow an aircraft that overruns the runway. 
When an aircraft rolls into an EMAS arrestor bed, 
the tires of the aircraft sink into the light concrete 
and the aircraft is decelerated as a result of the en-
ergy dissipated crushing and rolling through the material. 

A standard and non-standard EMAS on the Runway 6 end were considered. The Runway 24 
RSA would be filled, re-graded and cleared of  uneven paved areas. 

Alterna ve 8 – Combina on Alterna ve: This alternative combines the No-Action al-

ternative on the Runway 6 end and filling, re-grading and clearing uneven paved areas on the 
Runway 24 end.  

Alterna ve 9 – RW 6 Retaining Wall & Displaced Threshold: This alternative com-

bines the No-Action alternative on the Runway 6 end and filling, re-grading and clearing un-
even paved areas on the Runway 24 end.  

Alterna ve 10 – RW 6 Retaining Wall & Shi /Extend RW 24 105’: This alternative 

combines the No-Action alternative on the Runway 6 end and filling, re-grading and clearing 
uneven paved areas on the Runway 24 end.  

  

Exhibit 2.2:  EMAS 

Source:  C&S Engineers, Inc. 
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2.3 Evalua on of RSA Alterna ves 
The purpose of  the alternatives evaluation is to identify issues and provide a clear basis for 
choice among the options.   

2.3.1  Does Alterna ve Meet Project Purpose and Need? 

The first step involves determining if  the alternatives meet the purpose and need. If  an alter-
native did not provide standard RSAs (150 feet wide x 300 feet long) it did not proceed to 
Step 2 of  the evaluation process.  Alternatives 1, 7, and 8 do not meet the purpose and need 
for the project since they do not provide standard RSAs.   

2.3.2  Is the Alterna ve Reasonable? 

The second step involves determining if  the alternatives carried forward from Step 1 are rea-
sonable. In order to determine whether an alternative is considered reasonable; the technical, 
economic, and potential environmental impacts were considered.  Specific factors evaluated 
include the following:  

Maintains Exis ng Runway Length 

Hudson Valley Regional Airport has a significant amount of  operations by business jet air-
craft (itinerant operations account for 50% of  overall annual operations).  The jet aircraft 
range from small to large in Airplane Approach Categories A-D and Airplane Design 
Groups I to III.  Runway lengths for the types of  jet aircraft operating at the airport range 
from 3,400 feet to 6,200 feet.  As a result, maintaining the existing runway length of  5,001 
feet for landings and takeoffs is an important factor to be considered.  Alternatives that 
maintain the existing runway length for landings and takeoffs were considered more feasible 
than alternatives that reduced the runway length. 

Environmental Impacts 

This part of  the evaluation focused on environmental impact categories that may be affected 
by the proposed project. Alternatives with fewer impacts to the environment were consid-
ered more feasible than those with more impacts. 

Site Constraints 

FAA Order 5200.8 identifies site constraints as a consideration in evaluating RSA alterna-
tives.  Site constraints include “precipitous terrain drop-off, existence of  bodies of  water, wetlands, a 
major highway, a railway at the end of  a runway, etc.” Alternatives with fewer site constraints were 
considered more feasible than those with more site constraints. 
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Cost 

The evaluation of  comparative costs for each alternative involved an analysis of  the proba-
ble construction costs. Current unit costs for construction of  the proposed projects were 
prepared. This consisted of  reviewing recent bids of  contracts awarded in New York under 
the FAA Airport Improvement Program (AIP) and preparation of  an opinion of  probable 
costs based upon the consultant's knowledge of  contractors and construction material sup-
pliers.  Those alternatives that cost less were considered to be more feasible than those that 
had a higher construction cost. 

2.3.3  Alterna ves Removed From Further Considera on 

Table 2.1 provides a summary of  the ten alternatives initially considered, identifies whether 
the alternative meets the purpose and need for the project, and provides a magnitude of  im-
pact for each evaluation factor. A discussion of  alternatives removed from consideration and 
the reasons why are provided below. 

Alternative 2 – Standard RSA’s was dismissed for the following reasons: 

 Significant environmental impacts related to filling, grading, and constructing an 
embankment on the Runway 6 end and relocation of  Wappinger Creek and Jackson 
Road.  Categories impacted include floodways /100-year floodplains, archeological 
sensitive areas, streams, wetlands, Threatened and Endangered Species (T&E)/vege-
tation, land acquisition, Section 4(f) resources, and construction 

 Significant site constraints on the Runway 6 end:  49-62 foot drop in terrain beyond 
the existing 107 foot RSA limits on the Runway 6 end,  Wappinger Creek, and 
County Route 110 (Jackson Road) 

 Construction cost significantly higher than other alternatives (estimated at $9.5 mil-
lion)  

Alternatives 3 – Reduce Runway Length was dismissed for the following reasons: 

 Significant impact to runway length - permanently shortens runway to 4,800 feet for 
takeoff  and landing which could negatively impact airport business jet operations 
and the ability of  the airport to be financially self-sustaining.   

Alternative 5 – Shift Runway was dismissed for the following reasons: 

 Moderate environmental impacts related to extending the Runway 24 end and relo-
cating New Hackensack Road.  Potential to impact T&E species/vegetation, archeo-
logically sensitive areas, land acquisition, floodplains, and construction  

 Moderate Site Constraints on the Runway 24 end:  New Hackensack Road 

 Construction cost significantly higher than other alternatives (estimated at $9.4 mil-
lion)
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Table 2.1 – Comparison of Alternatives 

 
Source:  C&S Engineers, Inc. 

Alternatives
Rwy 
End

Runway 
Shift/Extension 

Displaced 
Threshold

Declared 
Distances

Complies 
with  RSA 
Standards

Meets 
Purpose and 
Need for 

Maintains Existing 
Runway Length Environmental Categories Potentially Impacted

Site 
Constraints

Cost (in 
millions)

6
24
6 x
24 x

6 shorten 193' x
24 x
6 displace 193' x x x
24 x
6 north east 193' x
24 north east 193' x

6 x
24 x

6
24 x
6
24 x
6
24 x
6 displace 105' x x
24 x
6 x
24 x

Legend:
No Impacts
Minimal Impacts
Moderate Impacts 
Major Impacts

Alt. 7 - Option 1: Install Standard EMAS 

Alt. 7 - Option 2: Install Non-Standard EMAS 

Alt. 8 - Combination Alt.: No Action RW 6 
End/Std. RSA RW 24 End

$4.8

Alt. 10 - Combination Alt.: Retaining Wall RW 6 
End/Shift & Extend RW 24 End 105'

Yes RW Length 
Maintained

Archeologically Sensitive Areas, Floodplains, Streams, Wetlands, T&E 
Species/Vegetation, Road Relocation, Land Acquisition, Construction

Terrain Drop $11.7

Alt.1 - No Action

Alt. 2 - Std. RSAs

Alt. 3 - Reduce RW Length1

Alt. 4 - Displace RW 6 Threshold / Declared 

Distances1

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

RW Length 
Maintained

Floodplains, Streams, Wetlands, Archeologically Sensitive Areas, Section 4(f), 
Road Relocation, T&E Species/Vegetation, Land Acquisition, Construction

Terrain Drop, 
Creek, Road

$9.5

$2.9

RW Length Reduced 
for Landing

Construction $2.9

RW Permanently 
Shortend

Construction

$9.4

RW Length 
Maintained

Floodplains, Streams, Wetlands, T&E Species/Vegetation, Contaminated Sites, 
Land Acquisition, Construction

Terrain Drop $10.6

RW Length 
Maintained

T&E Species/Vegetation, Archeologically Sensitive Areas, Floodplains, Road 
Relocation, Land Acquisition, Construction

Note 1:  FAA Tech Ops / Flight Procedures Office determines whether the Runway 6 end NAVAIDS (MALSR; ILS 
glide slope antenna, equipment shelter, and access road; PAPI) need to be relocated.  For the alternatives analysis a 
worst case scenario is assumed (i.e., relocation of NAVAIDs will be required).  

RW Length 
Maintained

Floodplains, Streams, T&E Species/Vegetation, Construction Terrain Drop

Road

No

No

No

Alt. 9 - Combination Alt.: Retaining Wall & 
Displaced Threshold RW 6 End/Std. RSA RW 24 

Yes

Alt. 5 - Shift Runway

Alt. 6 - Realign Runway Yes
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Alternative 6 – Realign Runway was dismissed for the following reasons: 

 Significant Environmental Impacts related to filling, grading, and constructing an 
embankment on the Runway 6 end in Wappinger Creek and realigning the Runway 
24 end over closed landfills. Potential impacts include floodways/100-year flood-
plains, archeologically sensitive areas, wetlands, T&E species/vegetation, contami-
nated sites, land acquisition, and construction. 

 Significant Site Constraints on both runway ends:  49-62 foot drop in terrain and 
Wappinger Creek on the Runway 6 end; closed landfill the Runway 24 end 

 Construction cost significantly higher than other alternatives (estimated at $10.6 mil-
lion)  

Alternative 7 – Install EMAS was dismissed for the following reasons: 

Standard EMAS 

 Does not meet the purpose and need to bring the Runway 6-24 RSAs into compli-
ance with federal design standards and regulations 

Non-Standard EMAS 

 Does not meet the purpose and need to bring the Runway 6-24 RSAs into compli-
ance with federal design standards and regulations 

Alternative 8 – Combination Alternative was dismissed for the following reasons: 

 Does not meet the purpose and need to bring the Runway 6-24 RSAs into compli-
ance with federal design standards and regulations 

Alternative 9 – Retaining Wall and Displaced Threshold was dismissed for the following 
reasons: 

 Moderate environmental impacts related to filling, grading, and constructing an em-
bankment on the Runway 6 end.  Potential impacts include T&E species/vegetation, 
floodplains, land acquisition, and construction  

 Moderate Site Constraints on the Runway 6 end:  New Hackensack Road 

 Construction cost significantly higher than other alternatives (estimated at $9.4 mil-
lion)  

Alternative 10 – Retaining Wall and Shift/Extend Runway 24 105’ was dismissed for the fol-
lowing reasons: 

 Significant Environmental Impacts related to filling, grading, and constructing an 
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embankment on the Runway 6 end, shifting/extending the Runway 24 end, and re-
locating New Hackensack Road. Potential impacts include 100-year floodplains, ar-
cheologically sensitive areas, wetlands, streams, T&E species/vegetation, contami-
nated sites, land acquisition, and construction. 

 Moderate Site Constraints on both runway ends:  49-62 foot drop in terrain and 
Wappinger Creek on the Runway 6 end; New Hackensack Road on the Runway 24 
end 

 Construction cost significantly higher than other alternatives (estimated at $11.7 mil-
lion)  

2.4 Preferred Alterna ve  

Based on the alternatives evaluation summary and meetings held between the County, C&S, 
and the Federal Aviation Administration, NYADO, the Sponsor’s interim plan to bring Run-
way 6-24 RSAs into compliance with federal design standards and regulations is Alternative 4 
(Figure 2.3).   

This Preferred Alternative includes the following: 

 Displace Runway 6 threshold 193 feet 

 Reconfigure and re-cable medium intensity runway lights with runway end identifier 
lights (MALSR) and associated grading (includes construction of  at least three new 
light towers, removal of  at least three light towers, height modification of  six light 
towers). It is possible that all existing light towers and foundations must be replaced 
within the MALSR limits of  disturbance depending on the structural effects of  light 
tower height adjustments. 

 Relocation of  approximately 200 feet of  existing gravel access road adjacent to light 
tower located 1,000 feet from the displaced threshold. 

 Relocate instrument landing system (ILS) glideslope antenna, equipment shelter, and 
access road and associated grading 

 Relocate precision approach path indicator (PAPI) lights on Runway 6 end 

 Fill, re-grade, and remove uneven paved areas on the Runway 24 end 

 Re-marking and re-lighting on Runway 6 end 

 Redesign and publication of  new approach procedures to the Runway 6 end (1-mile 
visibility minimum) 

 Implement declared distances  

The implementation of  declared distances results in the loss 193 feet of  runway length for 
landing at POU.  This is considered an interim, short-term plan to address non-standard  
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RSA’s on Runway 6-24.  The County’s long-term plan is to shift/extend the Runway 24 end 
193 feet to gain back the existing runway length of  5,001 feet for takeoff  and landing opera-
tions.  The long-term plan will be evaluated further as part of  the on-going Airport Master 
Plan. 

The Preferred Alternative (i.e., Proposed Project) will be carried forward into Chapter 3—
Affected Environment, Environmental Consequences, and Mitigation to identify environ-
mental resources that will be impacted, quantify the impacts, and recommend mitigation 
measures. The No-Action-Alternative is also retained for detailed analysis for baseline com-
parison purposes to comply with CEQ regulations. 
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Chapter 3 – Affected Environment and 
Environmental Consequences 

3.1 Introduc on  

This chapter describes the existing conditions2 within the Project areas, summarizes the 
effects of  the Proposed Project and the No Action Alternative, and identifies any required 
or recommended mitigation measures and/or best management practices (BMPs).  

An examination of  each applicable environmental impact category3 is provided to determine 
if  the Proposed Project causes impacts that are significant under NEPA and special purpose 
laws. As described in FAA Order 1050.1F, each environmental category has a corresponding 
FAA threshold level or significance factor beyond which the impact is determined to be 
significant.4  

Project Overview 

The Proposed Project involves earthwork in four separate Project areas, all of  which are 
located within Airport property. For purposes of  this EA, the Project area indicates the 
project limits of  disturbance (LOD). Combined, the Project areas total approximately 8.4 
acres; however, not all areas within an identified Project area will be affected (Figure 3.1). A 
general overview of  activities within each Project area are included below:  

 Project Area 1 (Runway 24 end Project area): fill, re-grade, and remove uneven 
paved areas; restore area to maintained grassland  (Project area = 1.03 acres) 

 Project Area 2 (Runway 6 end Glideslope & PAPI Project area): relocate the 
instrument landing system (ILS) glideslope antenna, equipment shelter, and access 
road; relocate the precision approach path indicator (PAPI) lights (Project area = 
2.03 Acres)  

 Project Area 3 (Runway 6 end MALSR Reconfiguration & Displaced 
Threshold Project area): displace the Runway 6 threshold 193 feet; construct new 
in-pavement light bar; Runway re-marking; and reconfigure/re-cable MALSR light 
system and associated ground disturbance (includes construction of  at least one 
new light tower on the airfield, possible height modification of  the existing light 

                                                      
2 Existing conditions, or affected environment, are the baseline conditions that may be affected by the 
alternatives 
3 List of environmental impact categories as identified in Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). Order 1050.1F. 
Environmental Impacts: Policies and Procedures. Pg. 4-1. July 16, 2015. 
4 FAA Order 1050.1F, Exhibit 4-1, Significance Determination for FAA Actions, pg. 4-4. 
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tower). There is currently one foundation utilized by the existing MALSR system 
within this Project area (Project area = 1.39 acres). 

 Project Area 4 (Runway 6 end MALSR Reconfiguration Project area): relocate 
approximately 200 feet of  existing gravel access road; reconfigure and re-cable 
MALSR light system/towers and associated ground disturbance (expected to 
include construction of  at least two new light towers, removal of  at least three light 
towers, height modification of  six existing light towers). It is possible that all 
existing light towers and foundations must be replaced within the MALSR limits of  
disturbance depending on the structural effects of  light tower height adjustments. 
There are currently (12) foundations utilized by the existing MALSR system within 
this Project area (Project area = 3.94 Acres) 

Based on review and analysis of  FAA-provided as-built MALSR system drawings, it is 
anticipated that several of  the existing MALSR light tower foundations will be able to be 
reused, which will limit the amount of  earthwork required in the MALSR Reconfiguration 
Project areas, particularly within Project area 4.  

For purposes of  assessing impacts related to earthwork, this EA conservatively assumes that 
the Proposed Project may require construction of  up to thirteen new foundations to be 
utilized by the new MALSR system (i.e., up to 12 new foundations in Project area 4 and one 
new foundation in Project area 3). It is conservatively estimated that construction of  each 
new MALSR light tower system (including excavation, grading, foundation, and fencing) on 
average may require up to approximately 325 square feet (SF) of  ground disturbance. 
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3.2 Preliminary Agency Coordina on 

During the preliminary scoping process for the Proposed Project, federal, state, and local 
agencies were contacted to request information about environmental resources under their 
jurisdiction or special expertise that may be located within or near the Proposed Project. 
Table 3.1, provides a list of  the agencies contacted and summarizes information received. 
An agency that did not respond within 30 days was assumed to have no comments with 
regard to the Proposed Project.  

Information provided by agencies supplemented the review of  environmental data from 
online resources and field surveys previously conducted by the airport sponsor. Appendix A 
provides a list of  agencies sent scoping letters. Appendix B contains a copy of  the scoping 
letters sent (pgs. B-1 to B-58), and the agency responses received (pgs. B-59 to B-92). 

Tribal Coordination - The US Department of  Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 
Tribal Directory Assessment Tool (TDAT) v2.3 identified that the Delaware Nation, the 
Delaware Tribe of  Indians, and the Stockbridge Munsee Community of  Wisconsin could 
have an interest in the location of  the Proposed Project (Appendix E, pg. E-118).5 As a 
result, the FAA New York ADO initiated government-to-government consultation with the 
tribes in letters dated April 15, 2021 (Appendix E, pgs. E-119 to E-132).  To date, no 
responses have been received.

                                                      
5 HUD. Office of Environment and Energy (OEE). Tribal Directory Assessment Tool (TDAT). Accessed 3/8/21. 
Accessible at: https://egis.hud.gov/tdat/  
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 Table 3.1 – Agency Coordination 

Agency Agency Response/ 
Information Provided 

Associated 
Appendix  
and page 
number 

Response to Preliminary Agency 
Comments 

Federal Aviation 
Administration, 
NYADO, 
Environmental Specialist 

No comments received Appendix B, 
pg. B-19 

No response required

U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service (USFWS) 

IPaC system identified two (2) federally-listed 
species having the potential to occur within or 
near the study area (Indiana bat, Northern long-
eared bat), and three (3) migratory birds of 
conservation concern. The IPaC system indicated 
that there are no critical habitat locations or 
national wildlife refuge lands at or near the 
project site.   

Appendix B, 
pg. B-81 
(response) 

This information has been included in 
Section 3.4.3 (Biological Resources) and is 
discussed in the RTE Habitat Assessment 
included in Appendix I.  

U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, New York 
District 

No comments received Appendix B, 
pg. B-5 

No response required

USDA NRCS, District 
Conservationist 

No comments received Appendix B, 
pg. B-21 

No response required

NYSDOT Aviation 
Services Bureau 

No comments received Appendix B, 
pg. B-9 and 
pg. B-11 

No response required

NYSDOT, Region 8 No comments received Appendix B, 
pg. B-25 

No response required

NYSDEC – New York 
Natural Heritage 
Program (NYNHP) 

Identified two (2) state listed-species as having 
been documented at or in the vicinity of the 
study area: Indiana bat, pied-billed grebe. 

Appendix B, 
pg. B-41, pg. 
B-63 
(response), 
and pg. B-97 
(response) 

This information has been included in 
Section 3.4.3 (Biological Resources) and is 
discussed in the RTE Habitat Assessment 
included in Appendix I. 

NYSDEC Division of 
Fish and Wildlife, 
Bureau of Wildlife, 
Region 3 

An Article 11 Part 182 Threatened and 
Endangered Species Incidental Take Permit may 
be required; recommend contacting 
Environmental Permits requesting a 
Jurisdictional Determination under 6 NYCRR 
182.9; recommend using online resources. 

Appendix B, 
pg. B-23, pg. 
B-42 and pg. 
B-65 
(response) 
and pg. B-89 
(response) 

Threatened and Endangered Species impacts 
are discussed in Section 3.4.3 (Biological 
Resources) and within the RTE Habitat 
Assessment included in Appendix I. Water 
resource impacts are discussed in Section 
3.4.4 and within the Wetlands & Waterways 
Delineation Report included in Appendix L. 

NYS OPRHP, Historic 
Preservation Field 
Services Bureau 

SHPO reviewed the Proposed Project and 
determined that no historic properties, including 
archaeological and/or historic resources, will be 
affected by the Proposed Project. 

Appendix B, 
pg. B-46, pg. 
B-52, and pg. 
B-59 
(response) 

No response is required

NYSDEC Region 3, 
Division of 
Environmental Permits 

Identified two (2) protected waters within or near 
the Project area; if the Project involves 
disturbance to the bed or banks (up to 50 feet 
from stream) of any streams, a Protection of 
Waters permit is required.  
 
Project is in an area of archaeological sensitivity.  
 
If the Project will disturb one or more acres, a 
SWPPP in accordance with the current SPDES 
General Permit must be prepared and reviewed 
by the Town of Wappinger (MS4 area). 

Appendix B, 
pg. B-17, pg. 
B-44, and pg. 
B-67 
(response) 

A wetlands delineation was conducted for 
the Proposed Project (Appendix L). Based 
on the delineation, no streams were found 
within Project Areas 1, 2, or 3; one stream 
was identified within Project Area 4 (Figure 
3.4). The Proposed Project will avoid work 
within the stream bed or banks; including 
bank areas within 50 feet from stream.  
 
SHPO determined that the Proposed Project 
will not affect archaeological resources 
(Appendix B, pg. B- 59).  
 
The Proposed Project will disturb more than 
one acre; a SWPPP will be prepared and 
submitted to the Town of Wappinger for 
review and approval prior to construction.

U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency, 
Region 2 Environmental 
Review Section 

Recommended the EA discuss the two types of 
floodplains adjacent to the airport and whether 
the Project will affect the floodplain; any impacts 
to the freshwater forested wetland located in the 
northeast area of the airport property; and, 
whether the Project will increase the capacity or 
usage of the airport and if so, discuss the indirect 
and cumulative effects of that increase.  

Appendix B, 
pg. B-27 and 
pg. B-62 
(response) 

Floodplain and wetland impacts are 
discussed in Section 3.4.4 (Water Resources).  
 
The Proposed Project will not increase the 
capacity or usage of the Airport. 

NYSDEC, Division of 
Agriculture and Markets, 
Agricultural Protection 
Unit 

The Project area is not located in a county 
adopted, state certified, Agricultural District  

Appendix B, 
pg. B-29 and 
pg. B-60 
(response)  

No response required. This information has 
been included in Section 3.3 (farmlands) 

Dutchess County Dept. 
of Planning & 
Development / 
Dutchess County 
Commissioner 

No comments received Appendix B, 
pg. B-7 and 
pg. B-33 

No response required

Dutchess County SWCD No comments received Appendix B, 
pg. B-1 

No response required

Dutchess County EMC 
c/o Cornell Cooperative 
Extension 

No comments received Appendix B, 
pg. B-35 

No response required

Town of Wappinger 
Planning Board / Town 
of Wappinger Supervisor 

No comments received Appendix B, 
pg. B-3 and 
pg. B-31 

No response required

Town of Poughkeepsie No comments received Appendix B, 
pg. B-15 

No response required

Source: C&S Engineers, Inc.   
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3.3 Resources Not Affected 

Due to the Proposed Project’s characteristics and the location of  POU, it was determined 
that nine environmental resource categories would not be affected by the Proposed Project: 
wild and scenic rivers; farmlands; coastal resources; visual effects; land use; historic, 
architectural, archeological, & cultural resources; NYSDOT Section 4(f) resources; 
socioeconomics, environmental justice, and children’s environmental health and safety risks; 
and natural resources and energy supply. The reasons these categories are dismissed from 
further consideration are presented in Table 3.2. Relevant environmental resource categories 
are discussed in Section 3.4.
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Table 3.2 – Resources Not Affected 

Resource 
Category 

Evaluation 

Wild & Scenic 
Rivers 

Based on a review of the National Park Service Wild and Scenic Rivers Program website7 there are no 
federally-designated wild and scenic rivers on or adjacent to Airport property. In addition, based on a review 
of the NYSDEC website8 there are no state-designated wild, scenic, or recreational rivers on or adjacent to 
Airport property. 

Farmlands The Proposed Project is taking place entirely within Airport Property, and does not involve acquiring or 
converting additional land to Airport property. Based on information provided by the NYSDEC, Division of 
Agriculture and Markets, Agricultural Protection Unit, the Project areas are not located in a county adopted, 
state certified, Agricultural District.  

Coastal 
Resources 

Based on a review of the USFWS Coastal Barrier Resources System (CBRS) Mapper9 the Project areas are 
not located within, or in the vicinity of a CBRS Buffer Zone, a CBRS Prohibition, a CBRS system unit, or an 
otherwise protected area. In addition, the Proposed Project is not located within the geographies controlled 
under the National Marine Sanctuaries Act nor is it anticipated to interfere with the ecosystems indicated in 
Executive Order 13089; therefore, it is not subject to regulation by the National Marine Sanctuaries Act or 
Executive Order 13089. Lastly, based on review of the New York State (NYS) DOS, Office of Planning and 
Development’s NYS Coastal Boundary Map,10 the Project areas are not located within a Coastal Zone 
boundary; therefore, there will be no impact and a consistency review is not required under the Proposed 
Project. 

Visual Effects A Visual Effects analysis was conducted for the Proposed Project and is included in Appendix C. The 
analysis considered whether the Proposed Project would either produce light emissions that create annoyance 
or interference with activities, or contrast with, or detract from, the visual resources and/or visual character 
of the existing environment. As detailed in Appendix C, the results of the analysis indicate that lighting from 
the Proposed Project will not create an annoyance for people in the vicinity of the project or interfere with 
normal activities, including work and recreation. The analysis further determined that the Proposed Project 
would not affect, obstruct, substantially alter, or remove visual resources (including buildings, historic sites, or 
other landscape features, such as topography, water bodies, or vegetation) that are visually important or have 
unique characteristics. As a result, no significant light emission or visual resource impacts are expected. 

Land Use A Land Use analysis was conducted for the Proposed Project and is included in Appendix D. Land use and 
zoning maps are presented as Figure 1 (land use) and Figure 2 (zoning) within Appendix D (pgs. D-2 and D-
3, respectively).  

Based on the results of the analysis, the Proposed Project would not cause an impact or change to existing 
land use designations on or surrounding the airport property, and would not require a change to current 
zoning ordinances. In addition, the Proposed Project does not include the type of development that would 
attract birds and wildlife (i.e., solid waste landfills, wastewater treatment facilities, spoil containment areas, 
etc.). Based on the results of the analysis, the Proposed Project would be consistent with local land use and 
zoning plans, and would be considered a compatible use.  

Historic, 
Architectural, 
Archeological, 
and Cultural 
Resources 

A Historic, Architectural, Archeological, and Cultural Resources analysis was conducted for the Proposed 
Project and is included in Appendix E. As detailed in Appendix E, there are no historic resources (districts, 
buildings, or landmarks) located within Proposed Project areas (see Appendix E, pg. E-6). Additionally, 
since the Proposed Project is located entirely within Airport property in areas that have been previously 
disturbed and/or developed, no archeological or cultural resource impacts are anticipated. The State Historic 
Preservation Office (SHPO) reviewed the Proposed Project and determined that no historic properties, 
including archaeological and/or historic resources, will be affected by the Proposed Project. SHPO 
documentation is provided in Appendix B, pg. B-59.  

As discussed in the analysis included in Appendix E, there are no federally recognized tribes located in the 
vicinity of the Airport. Although not anticipated, in the unlikely event that archeological/tribal resources are 
encountered during construction, all ground-disturbing activities within 25 feet of the discovered resource 
would stop immediately. The selected construction contractor would immediately notify the County, the 
FAA, the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), and the Tribal Historic Preservation Officer. The 
County would ensure that a qualified archeologist is called as soon as possible to assess the situation. 
Consultation would be conducted to seek recommendations for the treatment of the discovery. 

NYSDOT 
Section 4(f) 
Resources 

Section 4(f) properties include publicly-owned parks and recreational areas, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, 
and historic sites of national, state, or local significance. Section 4(f) documentation is provided in Appendix 
F. As noted in Appendix F, the Proposed Project will occur entirely on existing Airport property, and there 
are no public parks, recreational areas, national wildlife refuges, or historic sites within the Project areas (see 

                                                      
7 National Wild and Scenic Rivers System. Accessed on: March 21, 2021. Available at: http://www.rivers.gov/new-york.php 
8 NYSDEC. Wild, Scenic, and Recreational Rivers. Accessed on: March 21, 2021. Available at: http://www.dec.ny.gov/permits/32739.html 
9 USFWS, Coastal Barrier Resources System Mapper. Accessed on March 21, 2021. Available at: https://www.fws.gov/ecological-services/habitat-
conservation/cbra/maps/mapper.html 
10 NYS DOS, NYS Coastal Boundary Map. Accessed on March 21, 2021. Available at: http://appext20.dos.ny.gov/coastal_map_public/map.aspx 
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Resource 
Category 

Evaluation 

Appendix F, Figure 1). Since the Proposed Project does not involve permanent, temporary, or constructive 
uses of properties afforded protection under Section 4(f), no impact is anticipated.  

Socioeconomics, 
Environmental 
Justice, and 
Children’s 
Environmental 
Health & Safety 
Risks. 

A Socioeconomics, Environmental Justice, and Children’s Environmental Health and Safety Risks analysis 
was conducted for the Proposed Project and is included in Appendix G. The USEPA methodology and the 
socioeconomic data used to complete the analysis is detailed in Appendix G. According to FAA Order 
1050.1F, social impacts to consider are generally those associated with relocation or other community 
disruption, transportation, planned development, and employment. As discussed in the analysis, the Proposed 
Project will occur entirely on existing Airport property and will not require land acquisition. Additionally, the 
Proposed Project would not disrupt/divide any established communities or require any relocation of local 
community businesses and residences; permanently impact or disrupt local traffic patterns; induce substantial 
economic growth to the area; or result in any long-term economic impacts to the region.   

The EJ review conducted as part of the analysis included socioeconomic characteristics from the US Census 
Bureau (USCB) American Community Survey (ACS) 5-Year Estimates (2019) data for the Project areas 
(combination of two census tracts), and information from the EPA Environmental Justice Screening and 
Mapping Tool, EJSCREEN. As detailed in the analysis, there are no EJ communities present within Project 
areas and the Proposed Project will not result in a disproportionate impact to any EJ communities. 

There are no schools, daycare centers, children’s health clinics, or any other concentrated populations of 
children residing in the Project areas. The closest facility of this type is the New Hackensack Nursery School, 
a preschool located 0.5 miles southeast of Project area 1 (i.e., the Runway 24 Grading Project area). The 
Proposed Project does not have the potential to lead to disproportionate impacts to health and/or safety 
risks to children. It will not create or make more readily available products or substances that could harm 
children via contact or ingestion through air, food, drinking water, recreational waters, or soil. The Proposed 
Project will take place entirely within airport property and would not create or exacerbate existing adverse 
impacts to children in any of the impact areas (i.e., air quality, noise, water quality, etc.).   

Natural 
Resources & 
Energy Supply 

The Proposed Project is not expected to change energy requirements at POU. Fill material, construction 
materials, and natural resources are required for construction. Adequate supplies are expected to be available 
within local material sites. The Proposed Project would not cause demands exceeding available or future 
natural resources or energy supplies. As a result, no significant natural resources and energy supply impacts 
are expected. 

Source: C&S Engineers, Inc. 
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3.4 Resources Poten ally Affected 

3.4.1 Air Quality 
An Air Quality Assessment11 was prepared for the No Action and Proposed Project 
Alternatives and is provided as Appendix H. This report provides the regulatory setting, 
NEPA significance thresholds, emissions modeling methodology and results relating to 
criteria pollutant emissions12 from the Proposed Project. As set forth in FAA Order 1050.1F 
and described in Appendix H, a Proposed Project would have a significant impact on air 
quality if  the action would cause emissions to exceed one or more of  the National Ambient 
Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), as established by the United States Environmental 
Protection Agency (USEPA) under the Clean Air Act (CAA), for any of  the time periods 
analyzed, or to increase the frequency or severity of  any such existing violations. Areas in 
which the existing air quality exceeds NAAQS are designated by USEPA as “nonattainment” 
areas; areas in which the air quality used to but no longer exceeds NAAQS are designated as 
“maintenance” areas. 

Affected Environment 

The State of  New York is part of  the ozone transport region. In addition, according to the 
USEPA Green Book13, Dutchess County is currently designated moderate nonattainment for 
8-hour ozone (1997) and for 1-hour ozone (1979). Therefore, air quality impacts associated 
with the Proposed Project were analyzed based on Dutchess County being in moderate 
nonattainment with the 1997 ozone designation.  

Ozone is not directly emitted from a source but is formed through the reaction of  oxides of  
nitrogen (NOx) and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in the presence of  sunlight.  
Emissions of  ozone are evaluated based on emissions of  the ozone precursor pollutants, 
NOx and VOCs.  Therefore, the applicability analysis for General Conformity for this 
project only applies to NOx and VOCs. 

  

                                                      
11 Air Quality Assessment for Runway Safety Improvements, C&S Companies, Draft - March 2021 
12 “Criteria pollutants” include carbon monoxide (CO), ozone (O3) (formed through precursor pollutants of 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and nitrogen oxides (NOx)), inhalable particulate matter smaller than or 
equal to 10 micrometers (PM10), fine particulate matter smaller than or equal to 2.5 micrometers (PM2.5), nitrogen 
dioxide (NO2), lead (Pb), and sulfur dioxide (SO2). 
13 Nonattainment areas for criteria pollutants (green book). (2021, February 26). Retrieved March 22, 2021, from 
https://www.epa.gov/green-book 
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Environmental Consequences  

No‐Action Alternative 

No development takes place with this alternative. As a result, there is no increase in 
emissions from the exhaust from construction equipment and travel by contractors and no 
impact to air quality. 

Proposed Project 

The Proposed Project will not cause an increase in operational emissions. However, 
construction activities related to the Proposed Project may temporarily affect air quality and 
GHG emissions. According to FAA’s Aviation Emissions and Air Quality Handbook, if  the 
Proposed Project will cause an emission increase and is located within a nonattainment or 
maintenance area, an emissions inventory should be prepared and the results disclosed. 

Table 3.3 provides a summary of  the net emissions that will occur during construction of  
the Proposed Action Alternative. Detailed calculations are presented in Appendix H. 

Table 3.3: De Minimis Thresholds and Total Construction Emissions 

Year1 Source VOC 
(tons) 

NOx 
(tons) 

PM2.5 
(tons) 

PM10 
(tons) 

CO 
(tons) 

SO2 
(tons) 

De Minimis Threshold 50 100 100 100 100 100 
2023 Non-road 0.663 0.156 0.115 0.102 3.931 1.394 
2023 On-road 0.066 1.094 0.043 0.046 0.706 0.001 
2023 Fugitive 0.212 0.001 -- 0.024 0 0 
2023 Total Emissions2 0.942 1.251 0.158 0.172 4.651 1.396 

1Based on assumption that construction will occur over a four month period between May 2023 and August 
2023. 
2Total also includes emissions from fugitive sources. 

 

General Conformity with SIP - As demonstrated in Table 3.3, the increase in emissions is 
below applicable de minimis thresholds for all nonattainment parameters (i.e., NOx and VOCs) 
and the Proposed Project would be presumed to conform to the SIP. 

NAAQS Assessment - Since the Proposed Project would cause an increase in emissions, 
the FAA Air Quality Handbook requires completion of  an emissions inventory.  As 
demonstrated in Table 3.3, the Proposed Project does not cause exceedances of  de minimis 
thresholds for any criteria pollutants. 

Indirect Source Review - New York State regulations for indirect sources apply only to the 
County of  New York south of  60th Street. The Proposed Project is taking place in Dutchess 
County. Therefore, the Proposed Project does not require an indirect source review. 
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Based on the modeling results, a General Conformity and NAAQS analysis would not be 
required for the Proposed Project.  

Mi ga on 

Significant impacts were not identified; therefore, mitigation measures are not required. 
However, the following best management practices (BMPs) are recommended to reduce the 
emissions of  criteria pollutants: 

 Use construction equipment that can operate on alternative fuels or electricity 
wherever possible to minimize emissions associated with diesel and gasoline 
powered equipment. 

 During construction, institute particulate control measures, such as watering and 
stabilizing wind erodible soil as soon as practical after disturbance.  It should be 
noted the emissions associated with a watering truck have been included in the 
emission estimates for summertime scenarios. 

3.4.2  Climate  

Affected Environment 

According to the USEPA’s climate change indicators website14, greenhouse gases (GHGs) 
from human activities are the most significant driver of  observed climate change since the 
mid-20th century.15  Common sources of  CO2 emissions at an airport include aircraft, 
ground support equipment (GSE) fueled by fossil fuel, diesel or hybrid buses, trucks, other 
vehicles, stationary sources (heating and cooling of  buildings), and emergency generators. 
The Air Quality Assessment in Appendix H provides the regulatory setting, NEPA 
significance thresholds, emissions modeling methodology and results relating to GHGs16. As 
discussed in FAA Order 1050.1F and Appendix H, there are no federal or state standards or 
thresholds for GHGs in ambient air. However, the FAA Air Quality Handbook indicates that 
if  a foreseeable increase in emissions will occur, the GHG emissions increase should be 
quantified and disclosed. 

  

                                                      
14 USEPA. Climate Change Indicators. https://www.epa.gov/climate-indicators/greenhouse-gases#ref1 
15 IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change). 2013. Climate change 2013: The physical science basis. 
Working Group I contribution to the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report. Cambridge, United Kingdom: Cambridge 
University Press. www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/wg1. 
16 GHGs include carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), 
perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6). 
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Environmental Consequences 

No‐Action Alternative 

There would be no increase in GHG emissions as a result of  the No-Action Alternative.  

Proposed Project 

Although the Proposed Project does not result in an increase in aviation related GHG 
emissions, it would result in an increase in GHG emissions associated with construction 
activities. Table 3.4 provides a summary of  net emissions for the Proposed Project. Detailed 
calculations are provided in Appendix H. 

Table 3.4: Greenhouse Gas Emissions (Construction) 

Year Source CO2 
(tons) 

CO2e 
(tons) 

2023 Non-road 432.413 480.147 

2023 On-road 245.769 246.002 

2023 Total Emissions 678.182 726.150 

Source: MOVES3 Modeling Software, C&S Engineers, Inc., Analysis 2023.  

Mi ga on 

There are currently no federal requirements for reporting greenhouse gases from aviation 
sources and no significance thresholds. Therefore, mitigation measures would not be 
necessary with regard to climate change. However, any reduction in the volume of  fuel 
combusted will reduce GHG emissions and be consistent with the goal of  the Dutchess 
County to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The following recommendation should be 
incorporated into the Proposed Project: 

 Use construction equipment that can operate on alternative fuels or electricity 
wherever possible to minimize emissions associated with diesel- and gasoline-
powered equipment.  
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3.4.3  Biological Resources 

FAA’s 1050.1F Desk Reference defines biological resources as vegetation, wildlife and 
wildlife habitat, migratory birds, and threatened and endangered species and their habitat. 
The resources that were used to document the presence or absence of  biological resources 
in the Proposed Project areas include:  

 The USFWS Information, Planning and Conservation (IPaC) system provides an 
official species list that identifies federally-listed threatened, endangered, proposed 
and candidate species, as well as proposed and final designated critical habitat that 
may occur within, or in the vicinity of, proposed projects (Appendix B, pgs. B-81 
to B-86). The IPaC resources list also provides information regarding migratory 
birds, wildlife refuges, fish hatcheries and/or wetlands (Appendix B, pgs. B-71 to 
B-80) 

 NYSDEC New York Nature Explorer (Town of  Wappinger) - an online tool for 
finding out about the animals, plants and habitats in an area of  interest (Appendix 
B, pgs. B-87 to B-88) 

 NYSDEC New York Natural Heritage Program (NYNHP) Consultation - provides 
state-listed rare, threatened, or endangered species or significant natural 
communities that may be affected by the Proposed Project (Appendix B, pgs. B-63 
to B-64 and pgs. B-97 to B-98). 

 Rare, Threatened, and Endangered (RTE) Habitat Assessment prepared by C&S 
Engineers, Inc. (C&S) (Appendix I). 

 Wetland and Waterways Delineation prepared by C&S Engineers, Inc. (C&S) 
(Appendix L).     

Affected Environment 

Existing Vegetative Communities – The existing vegetative communities in the Project 
areas were identified in the RTE habitat assessment completed by C&S Engineers, Inc. 
(C&S) in March 2021 (Appendix I). As detailed in C&S’s RTE habitat assessment, the 
Project areas (combined) consist of  the following vegetative communities (Figure 3.2): 

 Riverine community (rocky headwater stream) (Project Area 4) 

 Palustrine community (shallow emergent marsh, shrub swamp) (Project Area 4) 

 Terrestrial cultural community (mowed lawn, unpaved road/path, paved road/path, 
urban structure exterior) (Project Areas 1, 2, 3, & 4) 

Wildlife – Based on review of  the resources listed above, wildlife species that may be found 
within or near the Airport include migratory birds, non-migratory birds and bats, fish, 
flowering plants, and natural communities (i.e., wetlands). Appendix B provides a detailed 
list of  the potential wildlife species that can be found in the Town of  Wappinger according 
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Table 3.5 – Migratory Birds of Conservation Concern (BCC) 
   

Common 
Name 

Scientific 

Name 

Typical Habitat Nesting/Breeding Habitat in Project Areas 

(yes/no) 

Foraging Habitat in Project Areas 

(yes/no) 

Bald eagle 
 

Haliaeetus  
leucocephalus 

Bald eagles are typically found in forests near open water. They are opportunistic predators that 
primarily consume fish and aquatic invertebrates. They build large nests that can reach 10 feet across. 
Nests are generally located in tall trees away from human disturbance. Although identified by USFWS 
as a BCC with potential to occur within or near the Project areas, the NYNHP did not identify the bald 
eagle within, or in the vicinity of, the Project areas. According to the IPaC resource list, the bald eagle 
breeds from December 1 to August 31st. 
  

No No 

Snowy Owl Bubo scandiacus Snowy owl habitat includes prairies, fields, marshes, beaches, dunes; in summer, arctic tundra. Breeds 
on tundra, from just north of  treeline to the northernmost land. Prefers very open tundra, either in 
hilly country or wetter areas near coast. Winters in open country, including prairies, farmland, coastal 
marshes, beaches, large airports.17 Nesting birds choose a raised site, on top of  mound or ridge in hilly 
country, or on hummock in low-lying areas, always with good visibility in very open tundra. Site may be 
used for several years. Nest (built by female) is simple depression in tundra, with no lining added. 
According to the IPaC resource list, the snowy owl breeds elsewhere. 
 

No Yes 

Wood Thrush Hylocichla 
mustelina 

Wood thrush habitat consists mainly of  deciduous woodlands. Breeds in the understory of  woodlands, 
mostly deciduous but sometimes mixed, in areas with tall trees. More numerous in damp forest and 
near streams than in drier woods; will nest in suburban areas where there are enough large trees. In 
migration, found in various kinds of  woodland.18 Winters in understory of  lowland tropical forest. 
Nests are placed in vertical fork of  tree (usually deciduous) or saddled on horizontal branch, usually 
about 10-15' above the ground, sometimes lower, rarely as high as 50'. Nest (built by female) is rather 
like Robin's nest, an open cup of  grass, leaves, moss, weeds, bark strips, mixed with mud; has lining of  
soft material such as rootlets. Often adds pieces of  white paper or other trash to nest. According to the 
IPaC resource list, the wood thrush breeds from May 10 to August 31st. 
 

No No 

Source: USFWS IPaC Resource List, March 10, 2021

                                                      
17 Audubon. Guide to North American Birds. Accessed: March 9, 2021. Available at: Snowy Owl | Audubon Field Guide 
18 Audubon. Guide to North American Birds. Accessed: March 9, 2021. Available at: https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/wood-thrush 
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to the NYSDEC New York Nature Explorer (Town of  Wappinger) on-line tool19 
(Appendix B, pgs. B-87 to B-88). According to the IPaC resource list, there are no National 
Wildlife Refuges or fish hatcheries within the Project areas (Appendix B, pg. B-78).  

Migratory Birds – The USFWS official species list obtained on March 24, 2021 did not 
include any threatened, endangered, proposed/candidate bird species or designated critical 
habitat for birds within the Project areas (Appendix B, pgs. B-81 to B-86). The IPaC 
resource list obtained from the IPaC system on March 10, 2021, identified three migratory 
birds that could be affected by activities within or near the Project areas (i.e., bald eagle, 
snowy owl, wood thrush). Table 3.5 summarizes the identified migratory birds and includes 
information relative to habitat and nesting for each of  the identified birds. As noted in 
Table 3.5, and based on the RTE habitat assessment, although the Project areas have 
suitable foraging habitat for the snowy owl; Project areas do not have suitable 
nesting/breeding habitat for any of  the identified migratory birds. 

Federally-Listed Threatened and Endangered Species –The Endangered Species Act 
(ESA) directs all federal agencies to work to conserve endangered and threatened species 
and to use their authorities to further the purposes of  the ESA. Consultations with the 
USFWS was initiated to determine the existence of  any recorded observations in the vicinity 
of  the Airport of  federally-listed threatened or endangered species.  

An Official Species List from the USFWS was obtained on March 24, 2021 and is included 
in Appendix B (pg. B-81 to B-86). The list indicated that two species are known to occur in 
the vicinity of  the Project areas: Indiana bat (endangered20) and northern long-eared bat 
(threatened21). According to the list, there are no critical habitats located within the Project 
areas and no other federally threatened or endangered species, or environmentally-sensitive 
habitat areas were identified. 

State-Listed Threatened and Endangered Species – New York State regulation 6 
NYCRR Part 182 prohibits the take or engagement in any activity that is likely to result in a 
take of  any State-listed threatened or endangered species. Consultations with the NYSDEC 
was initiated to determine the existence of  known occurrences of  state significant habitats, 

                                                      
19 NYSDEC Nature Explorer. Viewed: March 19, 2021. Available at: 
https://www.dec.ny.gov/natureexplorer/app/ 
20 Endangered species are those which are in danger of extinction throughout their range or a significant portion 
of its range 
21 Threatened species are those which are likely to become endangered within the foreseeable future throughout 
all or a significant portion of their range 
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endangered22, threatened23, or species of  special concern24 within the vicinity of  the Project 
areas. 

Responses from the NYNHP, dated May 30, 2019 and April 23, 2021, identified two species 
as having been documented at or in the vicinity of  the Project areas (Indiana Bat, Pied-Billed 
Grebe). No other state significant habitats, endangered, threatened, or rare species; or 
species of  special concern were noted by the NYNHP within the vicinity of  the Project 
areas. 

RTE Habitat Assessment Results - As previously mentioned, a RTE habitat assessment 
was conducted on March 9, 2021 to document the potential of  threatened and endangered 
species habitat to occur within the Project areas. Table 3.6 summarizes the federal and state-
listed species within, or in the vicinity of, the Project areas as reported by the USFWS and 
the NYNHP, and describes typical habitat for the identified species (Appendix I).  

As noted in Table 3.6, based on the RTE habitat assessment, the Project areas do not have 
suitable roosting habitat for the Indiana bat or the northern long-eared bat but the MALSR 
Reconfiguration Project area off  of  Runway 6 end (Project area 4) does have suitable nesting 
habitat for the pied-billed grebe (Figure 3.3). Additionally, as indicated in Table 3.6, suitable 
foraging habitat for both bats and the pied-billed grebe is present within the Project areas. 

 

 

                                                      
22 Species listed as endangered in N.Y. are generally native species in imminent danger of extirpation or extinction 
in N.Y. 
23 Species listed as threatened in N.Y. are native species that are likely to become an endangered species within 
the foreseeable future in N.Y. 
24 Species listed as species of special concern are native species that are at risk of becoming threatened in N.Y. 
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Table 3.6 – Federal and State Listed Species with the Potential to Occur in the Project Vicinity 

Common Name Scientific 
Name 

Typical Habitat Suitable 
Roosting/Nesting 
Habitat in Project 

Areas 

(yes/no) 

Suitable Foraging 
Habitat In Project 

Areas 

(yes/no) 

Indiana Bat 
(US & NYS 
Endangered) 

Myotis sodalis Suitable winter habitat (hibernacula) includes underground voids such as caves or abandoned mines where winter temperature remains below 50º 
Fahrenheit (10°C) and above freezing, and are relatively stable. Suitable summer habitat for the Indiana bat consists of  trees greater than 2.5 inches 
in diameter at breast height (dbh), with cracks, crevices, or exfoliating bark. Primary roost trees are typically large dead or dying trees with exfoliating 
bark that usually receive direct sunlight for more than half  the day; habitats most typical for primary roosts include riparian zones, bottomland and 
floodplain forests, forested wetlands, and upland communities at elevations less than 900 feet above mean sea level (North American Vertical Datum 
of  1988). Throughout the summer, Indiana bats forage in semi-open to closed (open understory) forested habitats, forest edges (i.e. fencerow, 
maintained right-of-way corridor), and riparian areas. Most bats leave their summer areas by October and return to the caves. Based on the March 
9, 2021 site visit conducted as part of  C&S’s RTE habitat assessment, since the Project areas are void of  forested habitat, no roosting potential 
occurs in those areas. However, Project areas may be used for foraging bats during the summer months. 
  

No Yes 

Northern long-
eared bat 
(US & NYS 
Threatened) 

Myotis 
septenirionalis 

The northern long-eared bat winters in caves and mines and migrates seasonally to summer roosts in dead and decadent trees. Northern long-
eared bats are typically associated with mature interior forest and tend to avoid woodlands with significant edge habitat. They may most often be 
found in cluttered or densely forested areas including in uplands and at streams or vernal pools. Some research suggests that northern long-eared 
bats forage on forested ridges and hillsides rather than in riparian or floodplain forests. Captures from New York suggest that northern long-eared 
bats may also be found using younger forest types. This species selects day roosts in dead or live trees under loose bark, or in cavities and crevices, 
and may sometimes use caves as night roosts. They may also roost in buildings or behind shutters. Based on the March 9, 2021 site visit conducted 
as part of  C&S’s RTE Habitat Assessment, no forested areas occur within the Project areas; therefore, no roosting potential occurs within these 
areas. However, Project areas may be used for foraging bats during the summer months.  
  

No Yes 

Pied-Billed 
Grebe 
(NYS 
Threatened) 

Podilymbus 
podiceps 

Suitable habitat for the Pied-billed Grebe consists of  quiet marshes, marshy shorelines of  ponds, shallow lakes, or marshy bays and slow moving 
streams with sedgy banks or adjacent marshes; rarely in brackish marshes with limited tidal fluctuation. The NYNHP responded on May 30, 2019 
and on April 23, 2021, and documented the presence of  the Pied-billed grebe and habitat within this Project area (Appendix B, pg. B-63 to B-64 
and pg. B-97 to B-98). The NYNHP indicated that the Pied-billed Grebe is located within this Project area.  
Based on C&S’s RTE habitat assessment, Project Area 4 (i.e., the MALSR Reconfiguration Project area located off  of  the Runway 6 end, west of  
Jackson Rd.) consists of  wetlands that may be used by the Pied-billed Grebe for foraging habitat and nesting. As shown on Figure 3.3, no habitat 
for this species was identified in the other three Project areas (Appendix I). 
   

Yes Yes 

Source: USFWS Official Species List (March 24, 2021), NYSDEC, NYNHP correspondence dated May 30, 2019 and April 23, 2021, RTE Habitat Assessment (March 9, 2021)
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Environmental Consequences 

No‐Action Alternative 

The No-Action Alternative would not change existing site conditions or habitats. As a result, 
there are no impacts to biological resources. 

Proposed Project 

Habitat Alteration/Loss – Table 3.7 shows the anticipated impacts to ecological 
communities because of  Proposed Project.  

Table 3.7—Estimated Permanent Ecological Community Impacts 

Ecological Community Project 
Areas 

(Acres) 

Acres 
Remaining 

After 
Construction 

Acres  
Altered 

Riverine Rocky headwater stream 0.01 0.01 0 

Wetland (Palustrine shallow emergent 
marsh; shrub swamp) 

2.18 2.09 - 0.09* 

Terrestrial (maintained grassland / 
mowed lawn) 

3.42 4.44 +1.02 

Terrestrial (paved/unpaved road/path, 
urban structure exterior) 2.78 1.85 -0.93 

Total Acreage 8.39 8.39  
*Wetland acreages identified are worse-case conservative estimates which would occur only if FAA determines 
during design that no existing MALSR System foundations can be re-utilized and therefore, construction of 12 
new MALSR light system foundations may be necessary in Project area 4. Wetland impacts will be significantly 
less if any of the existing foundations can be utilized for the Proposed Project.  
Source: C&S Engineers, Inc. 

In order to meet federal design standards for RSAs, as noted in Table 3.7, the Proposed 
Project will result in the conversion of  1.03 acres of  pavement to mowed lawn within 
Project area 1. Existing mowed lawn within Project areas 2 and 3 will be maintained with the 
minor exception of  up to approximately 325 square feet (or 0.007 acres) of  grassland within 
Project area 3 associated with the proposed construction of  one new MALSR system 
foundation in this area (i.e., conversion of  up 0.007 acres of  mowed lawn to terrestrial 
(urban structure) community. No other changes to ecological communities associated with 
the relocation of  NAVAIDS or reconfiguration of  the MALSR system in Project areas 2 and 
3 is anticipated.  
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The Proposed Project may result in the loss of  up to 0.09 acres of  wetlands within Project 
area 4. This is not considered significant because 2.1 acres or 95% of  wetlands will remain, 
the wetlands impacted are not considered rare or unique, and the remaining wetlands will not 
be converted from shallow emergent marsh or scrub/shrub swamp wetland. 

Ecological (i.e., vegetative) cover types within the upland (non-wetland/non-waterway) 
Project areas are not considered rare or unique, and therefore conversion of  existing onsite 
upland vegetative cover types is not considered a significant impact. Of  the 2.2 acres of  
existing wetland area, 2.1 acres, or approximately 95%, will remain upon completion of  the 
Proposed Project. A USACE Section 404 permit will be obtained prior to construction. 
Measures and/or restrictions set forth in the permit will be adhered to during construction. 
Wetland impacts are discussed in more detail in Section 3.4.4. Given this information, no 
significant impacts to vegetative communities are anticipated. 

Wildlife ‐ The 8.4-acre combined project area is predominantly mowed or maintained lawn 
and paved/unpaved developed areas or structures (6.2 acres or 74%). Wetland and waterway 
areas (Palustrine shallow emergent marsh/shrub swamp; stream) represent approximately 2.2 
acres or 26% percent of  the total combined Project area. Depending on the number of  new 
MALSR foundations constructed, wetland area may be reduced in Project area 4 by up to 
0.09 acres25 because of  the Proposed Project (see Table 3.7). Since the Project will not sever 
habitat connectivity, 2.1 acres or 95% of  the existing wetland areas will remain, and there are 
adjacent wetland areas that wildlife can migrate to, no significant impacts to wildlife are 
expected. 

Migratory Birds – As noted in Table 3.5, no breeding/nesting habitat for the three (3) 
migratory birds is present in the Project areas. Furthermore, since additional foraging habitat 
is available nearby, no significant impacts to migratory birds are expected and no mitigation 
measures are required. 

Threatened and Endangered Species 

Indiana bat and Northern long-eared bat - As detailed in the RTE Habitat Assessment 
(Appendix I), based on the March 9, 2021 site visit, no forested areas occur within the 
Project Areas; therefore, no roosting potential occurs in these areas. Although the Project 
areas may be used by foraging bats during summer months, the Proposed Project will not 
significantly reduce the foraging potential within and adjacent to the Project areas post-
construction. Given this information, the FAA has determined the Proposed Project would 
have No Effect on threatened and endangered species.  No adverse impacts to the bats 

                                                      
25 Wetland acreages identified are worse-case conservative estimates which would occur only if FAA determines 
during design that no existing MALSR System foundations can be re-utilized and therefore, construction of up to 
12 new MALSR light system foundations may be necessary within Project area 4. Wetland impacts will be 
significantly less if existing foundations can be utilized for the Proposed Project 
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would occur as a direct result of  the Proposed Project and no mitigation measures would be 
required. 

Pied Billed Grebe - Based on the results of  the RTE habitat assessment, potential habitat 
for the Pied-billed grebe exists within one of  the four Project areas (i.e., Project Area 4) 
(Figure 3.3). According to the NYNHP, the pied billed grebe breeds between March and 
June. To protect pied-billed grebe, time of  year restriction for construction activities within 
wetlands will occur between March 1 and June 30.  

As noted in Table 3.7, the Proposed Project could potentially affect up to 0.09 acres of  
Pied-billed grebe habitat (i.e., wetlands). Given that the Proposed Project will avoid 
construction during breeding months, that 95% of  existing wetland areas within Project area 
4 will remain post construction, and that there are adjacent wetland areas that pied billed 
grebes can migrate to, no significant impacts to this species is anticipated.     

Mi ga on 

The Proposed Project will incorporate the following mitigation measures to minimize effects 
on biotic resources. These measures are intended to minimize potential impacts to vegetative 
communities, wildlife (including non-threatened species), migratory birds, and state-listed 
threatened and endangered species that may occur on site by protecting natural habitat: 

 A USACE Section 404 wetlands permit will be obtained prior to construction. 
Measures and/or restrictions set forth in the permit will be adhered to during 
construction. 

 To protect pied-billed grebe, time of  year restriction for construction activities 
within wetlands will occur between March 1 and June 30. 

 Wetland impacts will be kept to the minimum amount necessary to avoid the 
destruction of  potential pied-billed grebe habitat and nesting areas.  

 Minimizing the duration of  the construction period to the extent possible 

 Proper best management practices and erosion and sediment controls will be 
used throughout construction to avoid erosion and silt laden sediment runoff  
into wetlands and streams. 

 Staging and other areas temporarily disturbed by construction should take place 
in previously disturbed areas (i.e., paved or cleared areas) to the maximum 
extent possible.  
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3.4.4  Water Resources 

FAA’s 1050.1F Desk Reference defines water resources as surface water, wetlands, 
floodplains, groundwater, and wild & scenic rivers. As discussed in Section 3.3, no wild and 
scenic rivers are present within or near the Project areas. 

Wetlands and Surface Water Resources – A wetlands and waterways delineation was 
conducted by C&S Engineers for the Proposed Project on March 9, 2021. A copy of  the 
delineation report is included within Appendix L.  

As detailed in the above mentioned delineation report, no state regulated wetlands occur 
within the Proposed Project areas. However, field investigation revealed three federal 
USACE wetlands (Wetland C, D, & E) and one federal USACE stream (Stream A) within 
Project area 4 (Figure 3.4). One additional wetland (Wetland B) and one additional stream 
(Stream B) were also delineated but are not located within the Project areas.  

Table 3.8 provides a description of  wetlands and surface waters in Project areas. 
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Table 3.8—Project Area Wetland and Surface Water Resources 
Wetland 
ID 

Description Approximate 
Size in Project 
Area  

Project 
Activities 
Proposed in 
Wetland or 
Stream Area 

Wetland C Palustrine emergent wetland; 
approximately 4.16 acres of  wetland C was 
delineated within and adjacent to Project 
area 4. Palustrine emergent wetlands are 
comprised of  erect, rooted, herbaceous 
hydrophytes, excluding mosses and lichens. 
This vegetation is present for most of  the 
growing season in most years. These 
wetlands are usually dominated by 
perennial plants.  

1.8 acres Yes 

(reconfigure and 
re-cable MALSR 
light system)  

Wetland D Palustrine emergent wetland; 
approximately 0.28 acres of  wetland D 
was delineated within Project area 4. 
Palustrine emergent wetlands are 
comprised of  erect, rooted, herbaceous 
hydrophytes, excluding mosses and lichens. 
This vegetation is present for most of  the 
growing season in most years. These 
wetlands are usually dominated by 
perennial plants. 

0.28 acres Yes 

(reconfigure and 
re-cable MALSR 
light system) 

Wetland E Palustrine scrub/shrub wetland; 
approximately 0.1 acres of  wetland E was 
delineated within Project area 4. 
Scrub/shrub wetlands are characterized by 
tree, shrubs, mosses or lichens and erect, 
rooted, herbaceous hydrophytes. These 
areas are dominated by woody vegetation 
less than 6 m (20 feet) tall. The species 
include true shrubs, young trees (saplings), 
and trees or shrubs that are small or 
stunted because of  environmental 
conditions. 

0.1 acres No 

(approximately 
200 feet of  access 
road relocation 
will require work 
adjacent to 
wetland E but not 
within it). 

Stream A An intermittent waterway that carries 
water from NYSDEC Wetland WF-1 and 
delineated wetlands C, D and E, and 
ultimately flows into Wappinger Creek. 

0.01 acres No 

(access road 
relocation & 
reconfiguring/re-
cabling the 
MALSR light 
system will avoid 
disturbance to the 
bed or banks of  
the stream) 

  Source: C&S Engineers, Inc. 
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Combined, the three wetlands comprise approximately 2.2 acres or 63% of  Project area 4 
while Stream A comprises approximately 0.01 acres (Figure 3.4).  

As described in Table 3.8, Stream A (DEC Regulation ID 857-14) is an unnamed tributary 
to Wappinger Creek. Wappinger Creek is a perennial waterway that flows into the Hudson 
River. Approximately 180 feet of  Stream A is located within Project area 4. A portion of  the 
stream is culverted beneath the existing gravel access road.  

Based on review of  the NYSDEC Environmental Resource Mapper, Stream A is a 
NYSDEC Classified C (intermittent) stream.26 According to Article 15 of  the 
Environmental Conservation Law, this tributary is not a protected stream by New York State 
standards. According to the delineation report in Appendix L, Stream A would be regulated 
by the USACE under Section 404 of  the Clean Waters Act. 

Groundwater Resources - The USEPA defines a sole source aquifer as one where: 1) the 
aquifer supplies at least 50 percent of  the drinking water for its service area, and 2) there are 
no reasonably available alternative drinking water sources should the aquifer become 
contaminated. According to the USEPA’s interactive map of  sole source aquifers the Airport 
is not located within a sole source aquifer region.27 However, according to the Primary 
Aquifers in New York State map28 and the USGS Hydrogeologic Data Update for the Stratified-Drift 
Aquifer in the Sprout Creek and Fishkill Valleys, Dutchess County, New York map29, the Airport is 
located approximately 1,500 feet east of  the Fishkill and Sprout Creek Primary Aquifer.30 
Additionally, based on review of  the Principal Aquifers in New York State interactive map31 and 
the NYSDEC Primary and Principal Aquifers map32, the Airport overlays two unconfined 
principal aquifers33, one yielding between 10 - 100 gallons per minute and another yielding 
over 100 gallons per minutes.    

                                                      
26 NYSDEC Classified C stream is for waters supporting fisheries and suitable for non - contact activities. 
27 USEPA. Interactive Map of SSAs. Accessed on: March 26, 2021.  Available at: 
https://epa.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=9ebb047ba3ec41ada1877155fe31356b 
28 NYSDEC. Primary and Principal Aquifers. Accessed on March 26, 2021.  Available at: 
http://www.dec.ny.gov/docs/water_pdf/primary.pdf 
29 USGS, Hydrogeologic Data Update for the Stratified-Drift Aquifer in the Sprout and Fishkill Creek Valleys, 
Dutchess County, New York map (2010) published by Richard J. Reynolds and F.J. Calef III. Accessed March 
26, 2021. Accessible at:  https://pubs.usgs.gov/sim/3136/pdf/reynolds_SIM3136_Sheet2of4.pdf 
30 NYSDEC defines primary aquifers as “highly productive aquifers presently utilized as sources of water supply 
by major municipal water supply systems” 
31 Principal aquifers in New York State.  Accessed on: March 26, 2021. Available at: 
http://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=8d065ba68237412cb46d773882bd51cd 
32 NYSDEC, NYS Primary & Principal Aquifers: Large Image, Primary and Principal Aquifers in New York State 
map. Accessed March 26, 2021. Accessible at: http://www.dec.ny.gov/lands/36119.html 
33 NYSDEC defines principal aquifers as “aquifers known to be highly productive or whose geology suggests 
abundant potential water supply, but which are not intensively used as sources of water supply by major 
municipal systems at the resent time” 
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Floodplains – Floodplains are defined by Executive Order 11988,34 Floodplain 
Management, as “the lowland and relatively flat areas adjoining inland and coastal waters 
including flood prone areas of  offshore islands, including at a minimum, that area subject to 
a one percent or greater chance of  flooding in any given year.” Floodplains are often 
discussed in terms of  100-year flood or base flood.  The 100-year flood is a flood having a 1% 
chance of  occurring in any given year. Floodplains can also be discussed in terms of  a 500-
year flood, a flood having a 0.2% chance of  occurring in any given year. A floodway is a 
watercourse and the adjacent land areas that must be reserved in order to discharge the base 
flood without cumulatively increasing surface water elevation more than a designated height. 
Often, communities regulate floodway development to ensure that there are no increases in 
upstream flood elevations. 

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) is responsible for mapping known 
floodplains and publishing these maps as Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs). The 
following FIRMs were accessed from the FEMA National Flood Hazard Layer (Official) 
interactive map35 and reviewed for the existence of  floodplains within the Project areas: 

 Project Areas 1 & 2 - Community Panel 36027C0369E for the Town of  Wappinger 
(361387) 

 Project Areas 3 & 4 - Community Panel 36027C0457E for the Town of  Wappinger 
(361387) 

A copy of  each FIRM is included in Appendix B (pg. B-93 to B-96). Review of  these 
FIRMs confirmed that portions of  the Project area 4 is located in the 100-year floodplain 
and floodway of  Wappinger Creek.  

Figure 3.5 illustrates floodplains and floodways located in the Project areas. 

Environmental Consequences  

No‐Action Alternative 

No development would occur with this alternative. As a result, no impacts to water resources 
are expected. 

  

                                                      
34 E.O. 11988 was originally issued on May 24, 1977, and established a national policy requiring federal agencies 
to avoid, to the extent possible, the long and short term adverse impacts associated with the occupancy and 
modification of floodplains. 
35 FEMA Flood Map Service Center, FEMA National Flood Hazard Layer (Official) interactive map. Accessed 
March 26, 2021. Accessible at: https://msc.fema.gov/portal 
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Proposed Project 

Wetlands and Surface Waters – The Proposed Project will avoid work in the bed or banks 
of  delineated Stream A (Project area 4), including bank areas within 50 feet from the stream 
(Figure 3.4). The implementation of  soil erosion and sediment controls during and after 
construction of  the Proposed Project will minimize discharge of  sediment to surface waters 
in or near the Project areas. Given this information, no significant direct or indirect impacts 
to surface waters are anticipated. 

The Proposed Project may result in unavoidable permanent impacts to Wetlands C and D 
from filling/grading activities associated with reconfiguring the existing MALSR system 
within Project area 4. These limited impacts are unavoidable due to location of  the wetlands 
relative to the existing MALSR light system. It is anticipated that the Proposed Project will 
utilize design approaches and construction techniques that (1) remove any MALSR light 
tower system foundations in wetland areas that are no longer needed so that those areas 
could be restored to native wetland vegetation, and (2) minimize the need for new MALSR 
light system foundations by utilizing existing foundations, if  determined to be feasible. 

As previously discussed in Section 3.1, this EA conservatively estimates that the Proposed 
Project may require construction of  up to thirteen new foundations to be utilized by the new 
MALSR system (i.e., up to 12 new foundations in Project area 4 and 1 new foundation in 
Project area 3), and that each new MALSR light tower system (including excavation, grading, 
foundation, and fencing) on average may require up to approximately 325 square feet (SF) of  
ground disturbance. Given this information, up to 0.09 acres of  wetlands may be 
permanently lost from filling/grading activities primarily related to installation of  new 
MALSR light system foundations within Project area 4. As shown in Table 3.8, Project area 
4 currently consists of  three wetland areas totaling approximately 2.2 acres. Of  the 2.2 acres 
of  existing wetland area, 2.1 acres, or approximately 95%, will remain upon completion of  
the Proposed Project. 

The worse-case loss of  up to 0.09 acres of  wetlands in this area will not result in habitat 
fragmentation36 as the impacts from the Proposed Project would be small compared to the 
overall sizes of  the wetlands, and no wetland functions and values would be totally 
eliminated (including habitat functions) as a result of  the Proposed Project. The 
implementation of  soil erosion and sediment controls during and after construction of  the 
Proposed Project will minimize discharge of  sediment to wetlands. Given this information, 
no significant indirect impacts to wetlands are anticipated. 

                                                      
36 Habitat fragmentation occurs when habitat is reduced in size and the distance between remaining habitat 
patches increase. 
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Temporary disturbance in Wetlands C and D from MALSR light system re-cabling (Project 
area 4) will also occur but no permanent wetland impacts from re-cabling activities are 
anticipated. 

A USACE Section 404 Permit will be obtained during design, prior to construction. It is 
anticipated that the Proposed Project will qualify for coverage under the USACE 
Nationwide Permit. A NYSDEC Article 24 Freshwater Wetlands Permit will not be required 
since the Proposed Project will not impact a NYSDEC wetland or its 100 foot regulated 
buffer. 

Groundwater - Many communities obtain their drinking water from aquifers. Unfortunately, 
groundwater can become contaminated by human activity. For example, chemicals can enter 
the soil and rock, polluting the aquifer and eventually the groundwater well. Aquifers are 
susceptible to organic and inorganic contaminants such as septic waste, landfill leachate, 
chemical pollutants, industrial waste lagoons, deicing fluids, and/or agricultural chemicals. 
As noted above, the Airport is not located over a sole source aquifer but does overlay two 
unconfined principal aquifers. Groundwater from the principal aquifers are not used for 
drinking water. 

Overall, the Proposed Project would not result in an increase in impervious surfaces at the 
Airport. Therefore, the Proposed Project would not create a barrier to infiltration that could 
affect groundwater recharge. Additionally, the Proposed Project does not involve bulk 
storage of  petroleum or chemical products, commercial application of  pesticides, or 
withdrawal of  groundwater for operational purposes, and will not involve activities that 
would generate, utilize, or store aquifer-susceptible contaminants such as landfill leachate, 
industrial waste lagoons, or deicing fluids.  

Given the information above, no contamination of  groundwater and/or aquifers as a result 
of  the Proposed Project is anticipated, nor are significant impacts to groundwater recharge 
expected. Short-term effects to water quality from construction activities related to the 
Project could occur. The impacts will be limited and controlled as the contractor will be 
required to comply with FAA Advisory Circular 150/5370-10H, Airport Construction Controls 
to Prevent Air and Water Pollution, as well as state and local environmental regulations. Proper 
implementation of  soil erosion and sediment control devices will minimize impacts to water 
quality during construction. 

Floodplains – The Proposed Project includes reconfiguring and re-cabling the existing 
MALSR system within Project area 4 which will require work within the limits of  the 100-
year (base) floodplain (Figure 3.5). Pursuant to Executive Order 11988, Floodplain 
Management, all Federal agencies are required to avoid impacts to floodplains to the degree 
practicable and to minimize impacts that cannot be avoided. Since the existing system is 
located within floodplains, no practicable alternative exists that would allow the floodplain to 
be completely avoided. Permanent impacts to the floodplain would generally involve 
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activities associated with potential placement of  new MALSR system foundations. This 
would only occur if  FAA determines during design that the existing MALSR system 
foundations are not adequate to support any new proposed MALSR light towers.   

As noted previously, this EA conservatively assumes that the Proposed Project may require 
construction of  up to thirteen new foundations to be utilized by the new MALSR system 
(i.e., up to 12 new foundations in Project area 4 and 1 new foundation in Project area 3). It is 
conservatively estimated that construction of  each new MALSR light tower system 
(including excavation, grading, foundation, and fencing) may require up to approximately 
325 square feet (SF) of  ground disturbance. Therefore, it is conservatively estimated that the 
construction of  new foundations in Project area 4 could result in up to 0.09 acres of  new 
development within the floodplain. The Proposed Project would not alter the function of  
the floodplain, and will avoid new foundation construction within designated floodways.  

Temporary disturbance in floodplains associated with MALSR light system re-cabling in 
Project areas 3 and 4 will also occur but no permanent impact to floodplains from re-cabling 
activities is anticipated.  

When it is not practicable to avoid developing within a floodplain, the USDOT Order 
5650.2, Floodplain Management and Protection, prescribes policies and procedures to 
implement Executive Order 11988.  

Critical Action - Executive Order 11988, directs federal agencies to take action to reduce 
the risk of  flood-related losses; minimize the impact of  floods on human safety, health, and 
welfare; and restore and preserve the natural and beneficial values provided by floodplains. 
FEMA has prepared guidance on floodplain management and has methodology for 
determining whether a project could be considered a “critical action”. A “critical action,” as 
defined in the Federal Register Vol. 43, No. 29, means an activity for which even a slight 
chance of  flooding would be too great. The guidance document, “Further Advice on 
Executive Order 11988 Floodplain Management” includes questions designed to assist in the 
determination of  whether or not a project should be considered a “critical action.”  

Table 3.9 summarizes the Proposed Project’s applicability to FEMA’s critical action 
questions. 
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 Table 3.9 – Critical Action Applicability under the Proposed Project 

Critical Action Questions Applicability to the Proposed Project 

If  flooded, would the proposed action 
create an added dimension to the disaster, 
as could be the case for liquefied natural 
gas terminals and facilities producing and 
storing highly volatile, toxic, or water-
reactive materials? 

 

Not applicable. The Proposed Project does not 
involve construction of  liquefied natural gas 
terminals or facilities producing highly volatile, toxic, 
or water reactive materials.    

Given the flood warning lead-time 
available, would the occupants of  the 
buildings such as hospitals, schools, and 
nursing homes be insufficiently mobile to 
avoid loss of  life and injury? 

 

Not applicable. The Proposed Project does not 
involve construction of  buildings that would house 
occupants.  

Would essential and irreplaceable records, 
utilities and / or emergency services be 
lost or become inoperative if  flooded? 

 

Not applicable. The Proposed Project does not 
involve storage of  essential or irreplaceable records, 
utilities, and/or emergency services. 

Would the damage or disruption from a 
local flooding event lead to regional or 
national catastrophic impacts? 

 

Not applicable. MALSR lights are situated on top of  
towers that sit on concrete foundations. The existing 
MALSR system on the Runway 6 end includes 13 
light towers that range from 147 feet high to 180 feet 
high. Any new infrastructure constructed in the 
floodplain will be designed to withstand the 
regulatory flood without damage. Given the height 
of  the towers, no impact to the operation of  
MALSR lights from flooding is anticipated. 

Source: FEMA, Further Advice on Executive Order 11988 Floodplain Management 

 

As noted in Table 3.9, the Proposed Project does not meet the criteria to be considered a 
“critical action”. 

Encroachment - According to DOT Order 5650.2, encroachment is considered significant 
if  construction would result in one or more of  the following questions as summarized in 
Table 3.10. 
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Table 3.10 – Encroachment Applicability under the Proposed Project 

Encroachment Considerations Applicability to the Proposed Project 

A considerable probability of  loss of  human life. The Proposed Project would not result in a 
considerable probability of  loss of  human 
life. 

Likely future damage associated with 
encroachment that could be substantial in cost or 
extent, including interruption of  service on or 
loss of  a vital transportation facility.  

The encroachment will not result in any 
adverse impacts to the existing water 
surface elevations. Any new infrastructure 
constructed in the floodplain will be 
designed to withstand the regulatory flood 
without damage. 

Agricultural Activities – Floodplains are often 
valued due to their level topography and their 
fertile substrate. Would the proposed project 
erode or contaminate floodplain substrate, 
thereby reducing the floodplain’s agricultural 
activity. 

The Proposed Project is located within 
airport property in areas not suitable for 
agricultural activities.  

Aquacultural Activities – Due to their need for 
constant water supplies and specific water 
requirements, aquacultural (Fish or shellfish 
farming) activities often occur in or near 
floodplains. Would the proposed project disrupt 
any of  these activities? 

The Proposed Project is located within 
airport property. No fish or shellfish 
farming activities occur within the project 
areas and no aquacultural activities will be 
disrupted as a result of  the Proposed 
Project. 

Aquatic or terrestrial organisms- numerous aquatic 
and terrestrial species occupy floodplains due 
to their food, cover, and water. Would the 
proposed project disrupt the floodplains’ 
ability to provide needed food, cover, or water 
requirements to sustain the organism? 

The Proposed Project would not alter the 
function of  the floodplain. No impact to 
species that occupy floodplains are 
anticipated as a result of  the project. 

Flood Control – Due to their expanse and 
obstructions, floodplains often slow flows or 
retain water, thereby lessening the probability of  
upstream or downstream flooding. Would the 
proposed project cause flow alterations that 
result in unacceptable upstream or downstream 
flooding? 
 

The Proposed Project would not 
significantly reduce available floodplain 
storage within project areas. Additionally, it 
is anticipated that some of  the existing 
MALSR system foundations currently 
located within the floodplain may be 
removed which would partially compensate 
for any new foundations constructed in this 
area.  

Groundwater recharge – Waters flowing through 
floodplains often flow more slowly allowing 
water to seep through surface cracks and 
recharge aquifers. Would the proposed project 
adversely affect aquifer recharge capabilities?  

Source: DOT Order 5650.2 

As detailed in Section 3.4.4 
(Groundwater), the Proposed Project 
would not adversely affect aquifer recharge 
capabilities. 
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As noted in Table 3.9 and Table 3.10, the Proposed Project does not meet the criteria to be 
considered a “critical action,” and will not result in a significant encroachment to the base 
floodplain. With the incorporation of  the mitigation measures outlined below, no significant 
impact to floodways and floodplain resources are expected. A floodplain construction 
permit will be obtained from the Town of  Wappinger prior to construction. Measures 
and/or restrictions set forth in the permit will be adhered to during construction. 

The Proposed Project involves more than one-acre of  ground disturbance. Therefore, 
coverage under the NYSDEC State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (SPDES) 
General Permit for Stormwater Discharges from Construction Activity (Permit No. GP-0-
20-001) will also be required for the Proposed Project. This will include preparation of  a 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP).  

Mi ga on  

Potential and adverse impacts to water resources can be avoided or minimized through 
careful design and proper construction practices. To minimize potential impacts to water 
resources, the following mitigation measures are recommended: 

 A USACE Section 404 wetlands permit and a Town of  Wappinger Floodplain 
Construction Permit will be obtained prior to construction. Measures and/or 
restrictions set forth in the permit will be adhered to during construction. 

 Minimize the duration of  the construction period. 

 Comply with flood-related design criteria. 

 Grading, excavation, and filling activities will be limited to what is necessary for 
construction of  the Proposed Project. 

 An erosion and sediment control plan will be prepared; the plan will include 
temporary protection measures such as silt fence to mitigate the potential impacts 
of  construction activities.  

 Appropriate erosion control measures will be installed prior to construction to 
protect areas beyond the construction limits. 

 BMPs will be followed to avoid accidental spills of  fuel oils, chemicals, concrete 
leachate, and sediments into aquatic habitats. These practices include proper storage, 
use, and cleanup of  all construction-related chemicals. 

 Construction entrances and exits will be stabilized to prevent tracking onto 
roadways (most of  the construction entrances and exits will consist of  paved 
surfaces). 

 Disturbed areas will be restored to prevent soil erosion following completion of  
construction activities. 

The Proposed Project will result in less than 0.1 acre of  permanent wetland impacts. 
Therefore, compensatory mitigation for the Proposed Project would not be required. In 
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general, impacts to wetlands will be minimized below significant impact thresholds with the 
incorporation of  the minimization measures outlined above. 

3.4.5  Hazardous Materials, Solid Waste and Pollu on Preven on 

FAA Order 1050.1F requires evaluation of  waste streams generated by a project; potential 
hazardous materials that could be used during construction and operation of  a project and 
applicable pollution prevention procedures; potential to encounter existing hazardous 
materials at contaminated sites during construction, operation or decommissioning of  a 
project; and the potential to interfere with any ongoing remediation of  existing 
contaminated sites within or in the immediate vicinity of  the project area. 

In order to determine the potential to encounter existing hazardous materials at the Project 
site during construction, C&S reviewed the following resources: 

 Environmental Data Resources (EDR) Database Report (Appendix K, pg. K-1 to 
K-19) 

 NYSDEC Inactive Hazardous Waste Disposal Reports (Appendix K, pg. K-20 to 
K-55) 

 New York State Department of  Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) 
Environmental Site Database  

 United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) Envirofacts website 

 USEPA Superfund Site Information  

 USEPA Cleanups in My Community website 

 USEPA Hazardous Waste Corrective Action website 

Affected Environment 

Contaminated Sites - Based on a review of  the resource information identified above, the 
Airport and its occupants / operators are listed several times in association with the National 
Priorities List (NPL), the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and 
Liability Information System List (CERCLIS), or inactive hazardous waste disposal sites 
(SHWS database). The airport is not listed in the RCRA Corrective Action Site list 
(CORRACTS). There are no offsite adjacent properties listed in these databases. Table 3.11 
summarizes the listings related to the Airport. Figure 3.6 shows the location of  
contaminated sites identified within Airport property.  
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Table 3.11–Contaminated Sites Identified Within Airport Property 

Site Site Information Within or 
Immediately 
Adjacent to 
Project Area 
(yes or no) 

Dutchess County 
Airport Landfill 

The Landfill is located on the northeastern portion of  the airport between Wappinger Creek to the north, Route 376 to the east, and the eastern end of  Runway 6-24 to the south. The landfill is listed 
in the CERCLIS, NPL, and SHWS databases. The landfill was used jointly by the City of  Poughkeepsie, Village of  Wappingers Falls, Town of  Wappinger, Town of  Poughkeepsie and Town of  
LaGrange from 1968 to 1972 for the disposal of  mixed municipal wastes, and may contain some industrial wastes. The site has been inactive since 1974 when it was capped. A Phase II Environmental 
Site Assessment (ESA) was performed in 1991. Samples collected during the Phase II ESA did not indicate a release of  hazardous constituents from the landfill. However, it did indicate that there is 
uncontrolled leachate flow on the west and north sides of  the landfill to Wappinger Creek. The leachate sediments from the landfill were sampled and found to contain compounds typical of  fuel, 
including benzene, ethylbenzene, toluene, and xylene (BTEX). Since there has been no documented disposal of  hazardous waste at this site, the landfill has been listed by NYSDEC as “N” class 
indicating that no further action is planned. 
 

Yes (adjacent) 

Dutchess County 
Airport Balefill 

Balefill is located on the north-central portion of  the airport between Citation Drive to the south and Wappinger Creek to the north. The balefill is listed in the CERCLIS and SHWS databases. 
According to the databases, the landfill for baled wastes was operated by the Dutchess County Department of  Public Works during 1976-1977. The balefill was capped sometime thereafter. A Phase II 
ESA has been performed, and confirmed no release of  hazardous constituents from the site in either groundwater wells, surface water or nearby sediments. There has been no documented disposal of  
hazardous waste at this site. The landfill is listed by NYSDEC as “N” class indicating that no further action is planned. 
 

No 

Flagship Airlines 
Hangar 

The Flagship Hangar site is located on the southeastern portion of  the airport, just east of  the southern end of  Runway 33. The site is listed in the SHWS database. This site consists of  a 15,000 square 
foot hangar formerly occupied by Flagship Airlines, Inc. To the north of  the facility and adjacent to it, is the former IBM Hangar (Site No. 314078, discussed below). In 1988, groundwater 
contamination was discovered from the release of  spent solvents from storage tank leaks and overflows. These chlorinated solvents were detected during the investigation of  a leaking heating oil tank 
at the facility. The facility was used for washing aircraft and maintenance work that required the use of  jet fuel, heating oil and solvents. Remediation of  the site was completed with the shutdown of  
the air sparging and soil vapor extraction system in 2007 and the removal of  soil associated with a gravel bed and french drain in 2003. In March 2011, chlorinated solvents were detected at 
concentrations up to 570 micrograms per cubic meter (ug/m3). 
 

No 

Dutchess County 
Airport Hangar 
Facility 

Dutchess County Airport Hangar Facility is located on the southeastern portion of  the airport, just north of  the Flagship Airlines Hangar. The site is listed in the CERCLIS and SHWS databases. This 
site consists of  a former IBM operated hangar along with a separate building for the storage of  jet fuel. Remediation of  the site was completed when the source areas were removed, except for under 
the hangar. Remedial actions have successfully achieved soil cleanup objectives for commercial use. Residual contamination in groundwater and soil does not need to be monitored under the site 
management plan. The sub-slab depressurization system is monitored by the tenant and NYSDEC annually. Prior contaminants of  concern in groundwater are the chlorinated and non-chlorinated 
VOCs. A January 2011 supplemental investigation of  shallow groundwater on the northeastern side of  the building revealed concentrations of  chlorinated solvents with the highest concentration of  
5.5 parts per billion (ppb). Mitigation of  soil vapor contamination beneath the footprint of  the main building is also required based on a 2009 soil vapor intrusion investigation, which revealed 
concentrations of  VOCs impacting on-site sub-slab soil vapor and indoor air. The detection of  chlorinated solvents at elevated concentrations in sub-slab soil vapor indicate a potential for soil vapor 
intrusion to occur. 
 

No 

Dutchess County 
Airport 

Dutchess County Airport is listed in the SHWS database relative to the discovery of  perfluorinated compounds (PFCs) in the site groundwater. No further detail was provided in the EDR database 
report. 

Unknown 

Source: C&S Engineers, Inc. 
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Ground Monitoring Wells - Inactive Hazardous Waste Disposal Reports were prepared by 
NYSDEC, Division of  Hazardous Waste Remediation for submittal to NYS Department of  
Health in January 1992 for the reclassification of  the Dutchess County Airport Landfill 
(#314022) and the Dutchess County Airport Balefill (#314023) (Appendix K, pg. K-20 to 
K-55).  Based on the aforementioned reports, landfill well B-2 is located adjacent to Project 
area 1. There are no wells located within Project areas (Figure 3.6). 

As noted in Table 3.8, potential PFC groundwater contamination may exist at the Airport. 
However, no work in potential groundwater contamination areas is anticipated as part of  the 
Proposed Project. 

Spills and Underground Storage Tanks (UST) Sites ‐ There are multiple listings for the 

Airport and its tenants in the Petroleum Bulk Storage (PBS) database: 

 Flagship Airlines d.b.a. American Eagle is listed in the EDR report in the PBS 
database as an inactive site. No other information was provided.  

 Richmor Aviation is listed in the EDR report in the PBS database as unregulated / 
closed. A 10,000-gallon No. 2 fuel oil UST was installed in 1973 and closed in 2000. 
No spills were listed in relation to the listing. 

 Dutchess County Airport is listed in the EDR report and on the NYSDEC Online 
Bulk Storage Database as an active PBS facility. However, specific tank information 
is Freedom of  Information Law (FOIL) protected, which is common for airports 
and other security sensitive sites. As such, the listing does not indicate whether the 
tanks were aboveground or underground, installation date, construction, etc. No 
spills were listed in relation to the listing. 

 Dutchess County Airport is listed in the EDR report for several spills. Each spill 
case has been closed by the NYSDEC.  

Solid Waste - The Dutchess County Resource Recovery Agency (DCRRA) was established 
in 1982 to oversee the construction and operation of  the Resource Recovery Facility (RRF). 
The prime objective of  the Agency has been to make Dutchess County self-sufficient in the 
management of  solid waste by providing a publically owned disposal facility. The RRF has 
been in operation since 1987 and is currently being operated by Wheelabrator Dutchess 
County LLC, with oversight by DCRRA. 

The RRF or waste-to-energy (WTE) plant has a capacity of  processing 164,000 tons of  
waste per year and has a turbine that converts energy from the waste, which is then sold to 
Central Hudson Gas & Electric. The facility can turn 450 tons of  waste into 9.3 megawatts 
(MW) of  renewable power every day, enough to power over 10,000 homes. The facility also 
recovers 10 to 14 million pounds of  ferrous metals from the waste for recycling each year37.  

                                                      
37 http://www.co.dutchess.ny.us/CountyGov/Departments/SolidWasteMgmt/21894.htm 
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Categories of  waste accepted include household and business wastes and recycling as well as 
medications destruction for law enforcement agencies. Although waste from residents, 
businesses, and the general public are accepted, only licensed haulers and municipalities may 
bring trash to the facility. 

Pollution Prevention -The Airport has a State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
(SPDES) Permit issued by the New York State Department of  Environmental Conservation 
under the Nation Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) to regulate the 
discharge of  stormwater that might contain traces of  harmful pollutants. In addition, the 
County is responsible for applying for a SPDES General Permit for Construction Activity 
that regulates potential pollution sources and harmful erosion. 

Environmental Consequences  

No‐Action Alternative 

The No-Action Alternative does not involve development. As a result, there are no impacts 
to hazardous materials, solid waste, or pollution prevention. 

Proposed Project 

Hazardous Materials - There are no contaminated sites of  concern located within the 
Project areas (see Figure 3.6). The Dutchess County Airport Landfill is located nearly 500 
feet to the north of  the Runway 24 end (i.e., Project area 1). There have been documented 
leachate discharges along the north and west sides of  the landfill (away from the Project 
areas). Due to the locations of  the leachate discharges, distance from Project areas, and 
shallow nature of  grading activities, the landfill is not considered a site of  concern. As a 
result, there would be no impacts to hazardous materials. 

Solid Waste - The Project will generate solid waste in the form of  construction debris 
primarily from land clearing, pavement removal, and vegetation removal. Solid waste will be 
recycled by the contractor where practicable and the remainder will be disposed of  off-site 
by the contractor consistent with federal, state and local regulations. Solid waste disposal is 
not expected to significantly impact the capacity of  disposal facilities. The RRF facility has 
adequate capacity to accommodate the additional solid waste generated during construction 
activities.     

Pollution Prevention - No significant changes to existing pollution prevention practices are 
anticipated as a result of  the Proposed Project. In addition, the NYSDEC General Permit 
for Stormwater Discharges from Construction Activities requires procedures to prevent 
erosion, as well as to prevent and respond to spills, leaks, and other releases.38   

                                                      
38 http://www.dec.ny.gov/chemical/43133.html  
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All necessary federal, state, and local permits will be obtained prior to construction activities. 
As a result, there will be no significant hazardous materials, solid waste, or pollution 
prevention impacts.   

Mi ga on 

As described above, no significant impacts related to hazardous materials, solid waste, or 
pollution prevention are anticipated and no mitigation is required. Although not anticipated, 
if  contaminated soils or other regulated materials are encountered the following measures 
and BMP’s are recommended: 

 Hazardous Materials Handling – Consistent with requirements of  the Stormwater 
Pollution Prevention Plan, (SWPPP) the construction contractor would be required 
to implement BMPs for handling hazardous materials onsite. The use of  
construction BMPs would minimize negative effects on groundwater and soils, and 
would include the following: 

o All hazardous materials would be stored, labeled, and disposed of  in 
accordance with state and local regulations. The contractors would also be 
held responsible for reporting any discharges of  hazardous materials or 
other similar substances during construction. 

o Spill control and countermeasures, including employee spill 
prevention/response training would be implemented.  

o Overtopping of  construction equipment fuel gas tanks would be 
prohibited. 

o During routine maintenance of  construction equipment, grease and oils 
would be properly contained and removed. 

o Discarded containers of  fuels and other chemicals would be properly 
disposed of. 

 Recycling and Disposal of  Oil and Other Solvents – Oil and other solvents used 
during maintenance of  construction equipment would be recycled or disposed of  in 
accordance with applicable regulatory requirements. All hazardous materials would 
be transported, handled and disposed of  in accordance with applicable regulatory 
requirements. 

 Potential Accidental Release of  Hazardous Materials – In the event of  an accidental 
release of  hazardous materials during construction, containment and clean up would 
occur in accordance with applicable regulatory requirements. 
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 Contract specifications would require that a contingency plan be prepared in the 
event that evidence of  potential soil or groundwater contamination (e.g., 
discoloration, sheen, and odors), debris, or buried storage containers are 
encountered during design or construction of  the Proposed Project. 

3.4.6  Noise and Noise‐Compa ble Land Use 

As described in Chapter 11 of  the Desk Reference, noise is generally defined as unwanted 
sound. It may interfere with ordinary daily activities, such as communication, sleep or cause 
annoyance. A person’s reaction to noise varies according to the duration, type, and 
characteristics of  the source; distance between the source and receiver; receiver’s sensitivity; 
background noise level; and time of  day. Noise may be intermittent or continuous, steady or 
impulsive, and it may be generated by stationary or mobile sources. Although aircraft are not 
the only source of  noise in any area, they are readily identifiable to those affected by their 
noise emissions and are routinely singled out for special attention and criticism. 

Affected Environment 

The Proposed Project will not change the current aircraft fleet mix by introducing new 
aircraft types or categories. However, the Project will displace the Runway 6 end threshold 
by 193 feet. Therefore, a noise analysis is required to assess potential noise impacts. The 
Noise Impact Analysis is provided in Appendix J of  this report.  

The noise analysis in this EA was conducted in accordance with FAA Order 1050.1F and its 
associated desk reference. These documents specify a number of  requirements for evaluating 
noise impacts. These include the use of  the latest version of  the FAA’s Aviation 
Environmental Design Tool (AEDT) (Version 3c) at the initiation of  the analysis to 
compute 65 dB, 70 dB, and 75 dB DNL contours.  

For aviation noise analyses, the FAA has determined that the 24-hour cumulative exposure 
of  individuals to noise resulting from aviation activities must be established in terms of  
yearly day/night average sound level (DNL) as FAA’s primary metric.  

The determination of  significance must be obtained through the use of  modeled noise 
contours along with local land use information and general guidance contained in Appendix 
A of  14 Code of  Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150. As a means of  implementing the 
Aviation Safety and Noise Abatement Act, the FAA adopted Regulations on Airport Noise 
Compatibility Planning Programs. These regulations are spelled out under 14 CFR Part 150 
and include published noise and land use compatibility charts (see Table 3.12) to be used for 
land use planning with respect to aircraft noise.   
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Compatible or non-compatible land use is determined by comparing the aircraft DNL values 
at a site to the values in the FAR Part 150 land use compatibility guidelines (Table 3.12). Per 
FAA standards, a significant noise impact would occur if  the analysis shows that the 
Proposed Project will cause noise sensitive areas to experience an increase in noise of  DNL 
1.5 dB or more at above DNL 65 dB noise exposure when compared to the baseline 
condition. For example, an increase from DNL 65.5 dB to 67 dB is considered a significant 
impact, as is an increase from DNL 63.5 dB to 65 dB.
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Table 3.12 – Federal Aviation Regulation Part 150 Land Use Guidelines 

Land Use Yearly Day-Night Average Sound Level (dB DNL) 
<65 65-70 70-75 75-80 80-85 >85

Residential 
  

 
Residential, other than mobile homes and transient lodgings Y N1 N1 N N N  
Mobile home parks Y N N N N N  
Transient lodgings Y N1 N1 N1 N N

Public Use 
  

 
Schools Y N1 N1 N N N 
Hospitals and nursing homes Y 25 30 N N N  
Churches, auditoriums, and concert halls Y 25 30 N N N  
Governmental services Y Y 25 30 N N  
Transportation Y Y Y2 Y3 Y4 Y4

Parking Y Y Y2 Y3 Y4 N
Commercial Use 

Offices, business and professional Y Y 25 30 N N 
Wholesale and retail Y Y Y2 Y3 Y4 N 
Retail trade—general Y Y 25 30 N N 
Utilities Y Y Y2 Y3 Y4 N
Communication Y Y 25 30 N N

Manufacturing and Production 
 Manufacturing, general Y Y Y2 Y3 Y4 N 
 Photographic and optical Y Y 25 30 N N 
 Agriculture (except livestock) and forestry Y Y6 Y7 Y8 Y8 Y8 

  Livestock farming and breeding Y Y6 Y7 N N N
 Mining and fishing, resource production and extraction Y Y Y Y Y Y
Recreational 
 Outdoor sports arenas and spectator sports Y Y5 Y5 N N N 
 Outdoor music shells, amphitheaters Y N N N N N 
 Nature exhibits and zoos Y Y N N N N 
 Amusements, parks, resorts, and camps Y Y Y N N N
 Golf  courses, riding stables, and water recreation Y Y 25 30 N N
Table Key: 

Y (Yes)=Land Use and related structures compatible without restrictions. 
N (No)=Land Use and related structures are not compatible and should be prohibited. 
NLR=Noise Level Reduction (outdoor to indoor) to be achieved through incorporation of noise attenuation into the design and construction of the structure. 
25, 30, or 35=Land use and related structures generally compatible; measures to achieve NLR of 25, 30, or 35 dB must be incorporated into design and construction of structure. 
Notes: 

(1) Where the community determines that residential or school uses must be allowed, measures to achieve outdoor to indoor Noise Level Reduction (NLR) of at least 25 dB and 30 dB should be incorporated into building codes and be considered in individual approvals.  Normal residential construction 
can be expected to provide a NLR of 20 dB, thus, the reduction requirements are often stated as 5, 10 or 15 dB over standard construction and normally assume mechanical ventilation and closed windows year round.  However, the use of NLR criteria will not eliminate outdoor noise problems. 
(2) Measures to achieve NLR 25 dB must be incorporated into the design and construction of portions of these buildings where the public is received, office areas, noise sensitive areas or where the normal noise level is low. 

(3) Measures to achieve NLR of 30 dB must be incorporated into the design and construction of portions of these buildings where the public is received, office areas, noise sensitive areas or where the normal noise level is low. 
(4) Measures to achieve NLR 35 dB must be incorporated into the design and construction of portions of these buildings where the public is received, office areas, noise sensitive areas or where the normal level is low. 
(5) Land use compatible provided special sound reinforcement systems are installed. 
(6) Residential buildings require an NLR of 25. 
(7) Residential buildings require an NLR of 30. 
(8) Residential buildings not permitted. 
Disclaimer  
      The designations contained in this table do not constitute a Federal determination that any use of land covered by the program is acceptable or unacceptable under Federal, State, or local law.  The responsibility for determining the acceptable and permissible land uses and the relationship between 
specific properties and specific noise contours rests with the local authorities.  FAA determinations under part 150 are not intended to substitute federally determined land uses for those determined to be appropriate by local authorities in response to locally determined needs and values in achieving noise 
compatible land uses. 
Source: FAA Aviation Circular 150/5020-1 (August 5, 1983) 
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Environmental Consequences  

The data on which the 2019 existing and 2040 future conditions were based was derived 
from a combination of  the FAA’s Traffic Flow Management System Counts (TFMSC) and 
preliminary forecasted operations prepared for the ongoing airport master plan effort. The 
TFMSC provided the aircraft types that utilized the Airport in calendar year 2019; 
representative aircraft for various classes of  aircraft were selected based on the number of  
operations in that year. Preliminary forecasts were used for this analysis as the forecasts 
approved as part of  the previous Airport Master Plan completed in 2004 are much higher 
than existing conditions, and the Terminal Area Forecasts are lower than existing conditions. 

Based on information provided by the air traffic control tower (ATCT) and discussions with 
the Airport manager, an estimated 27% of  all single engine and multi engine operations 
(arrivals and departures) occur on Runway 6, 63% on Runway 24, 5% on Runway 15, and 
5% on Runway 33. Regarding jet operations, 32% occur on Runway 6 and 68% occur on 
Runway 24. No jet operations occur on Runway 15-33. All arrivals and departures were 
modeled as straight-out procedures to each runway end. Helicopter flight paths vary. 
Therefore, helicopter operations were input into the noise analysis on default flight tracks 
within AEDT. The flight track started at the intersection of  Runways 6-24 and 15-33 and fly 
north and south of  the runway intersection. The analysis assumed 97% of  operations 
occurred during the day-time hours (7:00 am to 10:00 pm) and 3% of  operations occurred 
during night-time hours (10:00 pm to 7:00 am). This percentage was applied to all aircraft 
analyzed in the noise analysis. These parameters (runway utilization percentages, flight tracks, 
and day/night split percentages) were applied to the Existing, Future No-Action, and Future 
With Action conditions.  

The number of  annual aircraft operations included in the noise analysis for the Existing 
condition included 47,568 arrivals and departures. The resulting noise contours are shown 
on Figure 3.7. The 65 dB DNL contour is located primarily on airport property but extends 
off  airport over recreation and entertainment, one residential parcel, commercial uses, one 
community service use (cemetery), and vacant land uses. The 70 dB DNL contour also 
extends off  airport over commercial, community services, recreation and entertainment, and 
vacant land uses. Lastly, the 75 dB DNL contour is located entirely on airport with the 
exception of  a small portion that extends off  the Runway 24 end into vacant land.  

No‐Action Alternative 

Activity levels for the Future No-Action condition (i.e. No-Action Alternative) were taken 
from the preliminary forecasts developed as part of  the ongoing airport master plan effort. 
The preliminary forecast estimated an increase of  7,850 operations; therefore the number of  
annual aircraft operations included in the noise analysis for the Future No-Action conditions 
included 55,418 operations, representing a 16.5% increase when compared to the Existing 
condition. 
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The Future No-Action condition maintains the existing runway geometry and does not 
displace the Runway 6 end threshold. The resulting noise contours for the Future No-Action 
are shown on Figure 3.8. In the Future No-Action condition, contours remain over the 
same land use types as the Existing condition but do expand in size due to the growth 
included in the preliminary forecasts from the ongoing master plan effort. One residential 
land use and recreation and entertainment land uses experience an increased exposure to the 
65 dB DNL contour. However, the 65 dB DNL contour does not expand over any 
additional parcels with these land use types.  The 70 dB DNL contour also extends off  
airport over commercial, community services (cemetery), recreation and entertainment 
(Stanley Still Sr. Town Sports Park), and vacant land uses. Lastly, the 75 dB DNL contour is 
located entirely on airport with the exception of  a small portion that extends off  the 
Runway 24 end into vacant land. 

Proposed Project 

Activity levels for the 2040 Future with Action condition (i.e. Proposed Project) were 
identical to those in the 2040 Future No Action condition. 

The Proposed Project involves the displacement of  the Runway 6 end threshold by 193 feet. 
Under the noise analysis, modeled flight tracks were adjusted to correspond to the change in 
the runway threshold. Although the displaced threshold will reduce the runway length 
available to pilots, they are anticipated to continue to adhere to published arrival and 
departure procedures for Runway 6-24.  Specifically, the general flight path on approach and 
departures will remain the same since the runway orientation is not changing.   

The resulting noise contours for the Future With Action condition are shown on Figure 
3.9. The landing and departure location will shift on the Runway 6 end due to the displaced 
threshold which results in a corresponding shift in the noise contours to the east.  The 
landing and departure location on the Runway 24 end will remain the same which results in 
minimal changes to the noise contours to the east. In the Future with Action condition, 
contours remain over the same property types as the Existing condition but do expand due 
to the growth included in the preliminary forecasts from the ongoing master plan effort. 
Residential and recreation and entertainment land uses experience an increased exposure to 
the 65 dB DNL contour. However, the 65 dB DNL contour does not expand over any 
additional parcels with these land use types.  The 70 dB DNL contour also extends off  
airport over commercial, community services (cemetery), recreation and entertainment 
(Stanley Still Sr. Town Sports Park), and vacant land uses. Lastly, the 75 dB DNL contour is 
located entirely on airport with the exception of  a small portion that extends off  the 
Runway 24 end into vacant land. 
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Comparisons between the Future No-Action and Future With-Action conditions (see 
Figures 3.8 and 3.9) demonstrate that there are decreases to the 65 and 70 dB DNL noise 
contour at the approach end of  Runway 6. This includes a decrease in the 65 db DNL over 
an area with a land use designation of  recreation and entertainment (Stanley Still Sr. Town 
Sports Park). The decreases are a result of  the relocation of  the runway threshold and are 
primarily associated with the reduced runway length allowed for departures off  of  Runway 
24. When compared to the Future No-Action condition, the Proposed Project will not cause 
noise sensitive areas to experience an increase in noise of  DNL 1.5 dB or more at or above 
DNL 65 dB noise exposure. Furthermore, the decrease in the 65 dB DNL contour over 
lands designated as recreation and entertainment could be considered a benefit resulting 
from the Proposed Project. Therefore, there are no impacts to noise sensitive areas and no 
further noise analysis is required. 

Mi ga on 

The 75 dB DNL contour takes place on airport property with a small portion extending off  
airport over compatible land uses as defined by FAR Part 150 land use guidelines. The 70 dB 
DNL contours take place over compatible land uses except for one residential parcel located 
on the Runway 24 end and one recreational land use on the Runway 6 end (Stanley Still Sr. 
Town Sports Park).  The 65 dB DNL contours take place over compatible land uses except 
for one residential parcel located on the Runway 24 end and two recreational land uses on 
the Runway 6 end (Stanley Still Sr. Town Sports Park, Cross Court Tennis Club). The 
Proposed Project would not cause noise sensitive areas to experience an increase in noise of  
DNL 1.5 dB or more at or above DNL 65 dB noise exposure when compared to the no-
action alternative. Therefore, there would be no impacts to noise sensitive areas and no 
further noise analysis is required. 

3.4.7  Construc on Impacts 

At the federal level, construction impacts often concern water and air quality effects and, to 
a lesser extent, noise. The National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 
permitting program contained in 40 CFR Part 122 addresses construction disturbances of  1 
acre or more. General Conformity regulations in 40 CFR Part 93, Subpart B, address 
construction effects in nonattainment or maintenance areas. At the state level, the State 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (SPDES) permitting program contained in Article 
17 of  the Environmental Conservation Law addresses stormwater discharges from 
construction activities that will involve soil disturbance of  one or more acres. 

Construction impacts related to the Proposed Project could include air quality impacts with 
regard to emissions from construction equipment and fugitive dust from exposed soil, soil 
erosion, water quality impacts due to erosion and subsequent sedimentation, and temporary 
noise increases resulting from the operation of  construction equipment. Construction 
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impacts were assessed using the same methodologies employed for each respective 
environmental impact category in Section 3.4.  

No‐Action Alternative 

No construction activities will occur with this alternative. As a result, no impacts related to 
construction activities are expected. 

Proposed Project 

Construction impacts would be local in nature and temporary. It is anticipated that 
construction of  the Proposed Project would occur over a four month period, likely 
beginning in May 2023 and ending in August 2023. The FAA will require Dutchess County 
to conduct construction activities in accordance with the provisions of  FAA Advisory 
Circular 150/5370-10H, Standard Specifications for Construction of  Airports.  

Coverage under the NYSDEC State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (SPDES) 
General Permit for Stormwater Discharges from Construction Activity (Permit No. GP-0-
20-001) will also be required for the Proposed Project. This will include preparation of  a 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP). 

The Proposed Project would cause the following temporary construction impacts: 

Air Quality –The operation of  heavy equipment and hauling fill material can create dust 
during dry conditions, which may cause temporary air quality impacts. This effect would be 
temporary and would be controlled by the use of  best management practices (BMPs) to 
reduce dust during construction. As detailed in Appendix H and discussed in Section 3.4.1, 
construction emissions associated with the Proposed Project do not exceed NAAQS de 
minimis thresholds. Given this information, no significant air quality impacts are anticipated. 

Noise - During construction, noise would be generated by construction vehicles and 
machinery. Noise levels would vary dependent on the nature of  construction activities and 
the type and model of  equipment used. Off-airport noise levels due to the Proposed Project 
are expected to be insignificant because these impacts will be during normal working hours 
and because there is a relatively short construction period (i.e., four months). To minimize 
noise impacts to nearby properties, it is recommended that construction activities take place 
during daylight hours, all engines have proper mufflers, and that operation of  noisy 
equipment during weekends is minimized or avoided. Since, noise impacts would be 
temporary and limited to the construction period, no significant impacts related to 
construction noise are anticipated. 

Water Quality - Construction activities related to earthwork (i.e., pavement removal, 
excavation related to MALSR system foundation construction and re-cabling, etc.) and 
construction vehicles tracking soil onto the roadways can temporarily increase the potential 
for soil erosion, causing a potential increase in suspended solids in runoff  and local receiving 
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waters. Additional impacts could occur from contaminated stormwater runoff  due to 
potential leaks or spills of  fuel or hydraulic fluid used in construction equipment or outdoor 
storage of  construction materials that are commonly used in construction.  

Control of  soil erosion will occur with appropriate soil erosion and sediment control 
techniques. A soil erosion and sediment control plan will be developed during design 
consistent with FAA Advisory Circular 150/5370-10H, Standards for Specifying Construction of  
Airports, and the SPDES permit for stormwater discharges associated with construction 
activities. Adherence to design standards, inspection and quality control during construction 
and periodic cleaning of  soil erosion and sediment control features will minimize and 
mitigate the potential for water quality impacts. 

Wetlands - Construction activities may permanently convert up to 0.09 acres of  federally 
designated wetlands to cultural terrestrial communities primarily in the form of  concrete 
foundations to be utilized by the new MALSR system. Construction activities would also 
involve temporary impacts in federally designated wetlands related to re-cabling/conduit 
installation. Mitigation measures are recommended to minimize impacts to wetlands (see 
Section 3.4.4 for further details).  The recommended measures will minimize and mitigate 
the impacts to wetlands. 

Wildlife and Ecological Communities - During construction activities existing ecological 
communities (vegetative cover types) will be altered. Wildlife mortalities are not anticipated 
since the Project will result in only a minor loss of  up to 0.09 acres of  wetland habitat. 
Approximately 95% of  wetland areas within the total Project area will remain and there are 
additional wetland areas outside of  the Project areas that wildlife can migrate to. Given the 
temporary nature of  the impacts, and the availability of  suitable habitat adjacent to the 
project site, no significant construction impacts to wildlife are expected.  

Threatened and Endangered Species - During construction activities, loss of  wetlands 
could affect nesting habitat for the state listed Pied-billed grebe. Time of  year restrictions for 
work in wetlands (October 1–March 31) are recommended during construction to avoid 
threatened and endangered species. Based on the incorporation of  the mitigation measures 
identified above no significant impacts to T&E species is anticipated. 

Hazardous Materials – Although not anticipated, if  contaminated soils or other regulated 
materials are encountered, these will be handled in accordance with applicable regulations. 
Using best management practices and complying with FAA Order 1050.10D, Environmental 
Pollution Control and Abatement at FAA facilities (FAA, 2015) will adequately avoid or minimize 
risks to contractors, the public, or the environment from any existing hazardous materials. 
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3.4.8  Cumula ve Impacts 

To determine cumulative impacts to the environment, recent projects, ongoing projects, and 
reasonably foreseeable projects at the Airport were identified and are included in Table 3.13. 
The projects listed in Table 3.13 have been implemented, are currently under construction, 
are under current planning, or are anticipated in the near future to bring the Airport into 
compliance with federal design standards, improve safety of  Airport operations, and 
improve the facility’s infrastructure. Detailed project information is not available for the 
reasonably foreseeable future projects. In order to provide a quantitative analysis and 
magnitude of  impact, preliminary information was used. Impacts associated with identified 
past, present, and reasonably foreseeable projects are discussed in Table 3.13.   

The potential impacts from these projects were compared to the significance thresholds 
identified within FAA Order 1050.1F and the Desk Reference for each category to 
determine whether significant cumulative impacts would occur when combined with the 
Proposed Project.  

The cumulative impact assessment was conducted only for those resources that would be 
effected by the Proposed Project including air quality & climate; biological resources, water 
resources, hazardous materials, solid waste, and pollution prevention; and noise. As identified 
in Tables 3.14, significant cumulative impacts are not anticipated with the incorporation of  
mitigation and minimization measures and use of  BMPs. 
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Table 3.13 Cumulative Impacts Projects 

Project Project Description Anticipated 
Year(s) 

Potential Impact(s) 

ARFF/SRE Building This project replaced the existing ARFF/SRE building. It is 10,400 SF in size with 3,675 SF dedicated to SRE vehicle usage and 6,725 dedicated to ARFF 
usage. Construction also included the extension of  a water main from its entry point on airport property to the new ARFF/SRE building location. 

2019 – 2020 

(completed) 

The project will disturb less than one acre of  previously 
developed and maintained turf  areas and convert to impervious 
surfaces.  

Airport Guidance Sign 
Replacement 

This project will construct airfield guidance sign replacements, including existing sign removal, connection to existing runway and taxiway edge lighting 
circuits, conduit installation, cable and counterpoise installation, sign installation, maintenance and protection of  traffic, and all applicable site restoration 

2021 

(current) 

No impact. Project will replace existing airfield infrastructure. 

DCCC Educational 
Building 

This project will construct an aviation education facility for Dutchess County Community College on land designated for the College. The facility will include 
a classroom building attached to an instructional hangar and an experiential hangar. It will be 32,000 SF total and include 8,000 SF for classrooms, a simulator 
room, testing room, library, restrooms, and other support spaces. The hangars will each be 12,000 SF. The project will include site work, septic system 
installation, stormwater management, paved parking, site safety and security lighting, and site landscaping. It will connect to existing water lines and impact 
5.34 acres of  previously developed and maintained turf  areas.  

2019 - 2021 

(current) 

The project will disturb 5.34 acres of  previously developed and 
maintained turf  areas and convert to impervious surfaces.  

Security Enhancements 
(access surveillance) 

The project includes installation of  additional security cameras at various points of  entry around the airport perimeter, and at locations to facilitate additional 
airfield monitoring (i.e., a minimum of  seven (7) cameras at security gate locations, two (2) runway monitoring cameras, one (1) camera to monitor the 
terminal apron, and two (2) cameras to monitor the General Aviation T-Hangars). The project will not create additional impervious area. Temporary ground 
disturbance is generally limited to two (2) areas proposed for cable/conduit installation (trenching) to power cameras used to monitor the runways. Trenching 
is taking place within previously disturbed maintained turf  (grassland) areas. 

2022 The project will temporarily disturb less than one acre of  
previously disturbed and maintained turf  (grassland) areas. 

Terminal Apron and TW 
E & F Rehabilitation 

Project will consist of  partial depth pavement section replacement including bituminous asphalt concrete and crushed aggregate base course. This will also 
include pavement edge lighting replacement, pavement marking, drainage system improvements and associated turf  restoration and hydro-seeding.  

2022 No impact. Project will replace existing airfield infrastructure. 

Taxiway A Rehabilitation 
(Pavement & Lighting) 

The Project will consist of  partial depth pavement section replacement including bituminous asphalt concrete and partial depth crushed aggregate base 
course. Also included with the project are pavement edge lighting replacement, pavement markings, required drainage system improvements including 
underdrain, and associated turf  restoration and hydro-seeding. 

2024 No impact. Project will replace existing airfield infrastructure. 

Stub Taxiway E, F, & G 
Reconstruction 

The reconstruction of  Taxiway G will include the removal of  the existing taxiway and replacement with a new stub taxiway at the same location utilizing 
current taxiway geometry standards per AC 150/5300-13. Stub Taxiways E and F will be removed to eliminate undesirable pavement configurations between 
the terminal apron and Runway 6-24. Stub Taxiways E and F will be replaced with a single stub taxiway centered between the existing stub taxiways E and F.  
New taxiway pavement will consist of  bituminous asphalt and crushed aggregate base course. Also included with the project are pavement edge lighting 
replacement, pavement markings, required drainage system improvements including underdrain, and associated turf  restoration and hydro-seeding. 

2025 No impact. Project will replace existing airfield infrastructure. 

Taxiway G Rehabilitation The rehabilitation will consist of  partial depth pavement section replacement including bituminous asphalt concrete and partial depth crushed aggregate base 
course.  Also included with the project are pavement edge lighting replacement, pavement markings, required drainage system improvements including 
underdrain, and associated turf  restoration and hydro-seeding. 

2026 No impact. Project will replace existing airfield infrastructure. 

Runway 6-24 
Rehabilitation (Pavement 
& Lighting) 

Will consist of  a mill and overlay of  the existing bituminous asphalt but isolated areas of  the pavement may require full-depth replacement to mitigate failed 
subgrade material. This project will also include minor edge of  pavement grading and restoration, pavement grooving, pavement markings, the replacement 
of  existing runway edge lighting, and exit signs. Associated electrical infrastructure installation and/or restoration will be included.  

2027 No impact. Project will replace existing airfield infrastructure. 

Runway 15-33 
Rehabilitation (Pavement 
& Lighting) 

Will consist of  a mill and overlay of  the existing bituminous asphalt pavement but isolated areas of  pavement may require full-depth replacement to mitigate 
failed subgrade material. This project will also include minor edge of  pavement grading and restoration, pavement grooving, and pavement markings.  

2028 No impact. Project will replace existing airfield infrastructure. 

Source: C&S Engineers, Inc. March 2021 
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Table 3.14 Cumulative Impacts Analysis 

Environmental Resource Cumulative Impact Analysis 

Biological Resources  

(vegetation & wildlife) 

Habitat Alteration/Loss – the Proposed Project would convert approximately 1.03 acres of  impervious areas to maintained grassland/mowed lawn. With regard to palustrine communities, the Proposed Project may result in the loss 
of  up to 0.09 acres of  wetlands. With the use of  mitigation measures, these impacts are considered insignificant when analyzed separately from cumulative impacts (see Section 3.4.3). 

The completed ARFF/SRE Building and the current DCCC Educational Building projects will impact on-airport mowed and maintained grasslands by converting them into 5.58 acres of  impervious surface (0.24 and 3.34 acres 
respectively). All future projects presented in Table 3.13 will disturb areas of  maintained grassland and/or existing airfield pavement. These projects will impact previously disturbed areas and will not require tree cutting or vegetation 
removal. As a result, these projects will not involve impacts to ecological communities. 

No cumulative effects to ecological communities are anticipated as a result of  the following: 

 Past and current projects will impact previously disturbed, on-airport mowed and maintained grassland.  

 Mitigation measures have been recommended in order to minimize impacts to ecological communities within the current Proposed Project areas (Section 3.4.3) 

 Future projects are not anticipated to impact ecological communities. 

Wildlife - Since the Proposed Project will not sever habitat connectivity, 95% of  the existing wetland areas will remain, and there are adjacent wetland areas that wildlife can migrate to, no significant impacts to wildlife are expected (see 
Section 3.4.3). 

No impacts to wildlife habitat are anticipated under the cumulative impact projects. The projects presented in Table 3.13 are anticipated to only impact previously disturbed, mowed lawn on-airport property. This type of  habitat is not 
significant for wildlife communities. 

Biological Resources  

(threatened & endangered species) 

The Proposed Project has the potential to impact the state listed Pied-bill grebe.  Specifically, the loss of  up to 0.09 acres of  wetlands could affect habitat for the Pied-bill grebe. Seasonal restrictions (March 1 to June 30th) on 
construction activities within wetlands is recommended to avoid impacts to this species (se Section 3.4.3).  

Past and present projects at the airport involve impacts to on-airport mowed lawns. This habitat type is not unique nor is it suitable or designated as “critical habitat” for known threatened and endangered species within the project area. 
In addition, future projects at the airport will take place within previously disturbed and/or paved areas on airport property and will not require tree cutting or vegetation removal. Also, future projects will be coordinated with relevant 
environmental agencies to mitigate the potential for any adverse impacts. As a result, none of  the projects identified will involve impacts to threatened or endangered species.  

Cumulative impacts are not anticipated. 

Hazardous Materials, Solid Waste, 
Pollution Prevention 

No hazardous materials impacts are anticipated as a result of  the Proposed Project. The Proposed Project is anticipated to generate solid waste in the form of  construction debris. However, BMPs and necessary permitting requirements 
will be used as a safeguard to ensure that impacts to solid waste are minimized to below significant impact thresholds.  

None of  the past, present, or future projects indicated in Table 3.13 will impact hazardous materials. In the event that an unanticipated impact to hazardous materials is realized, mitigation measures presented in Section 3.4.5 will be 
utilized. All projects will generate solid waste which local landfills will have adequate capacity for. As a result, there will be no cumulative impacts with the Project.  

Water Resources - surface water The Proposed Project does not involve work within the bed or banks of  any streams (see Section 3.4.4). The CWA provides the authority to establish water quality standards, control discharges, develop waste treatment management 
plans and practices, prevent or minimize the loss of  wetlands, and regulate other issues concerning water quality. Potential impacts of  construction projects are controlled by implementation of  SWPPP developed for construction, and 
by permits issued by applicable regulatory agencies.     

Construction projects that have occurred and are likely to occur in the near future, have been or will be conducted consistent with NPDES and SPDES requirements.  Past projects have received, and future projects will receive, 
regulatory approvals or permits consistent with the state’s water quality standards.  

No cumulative surface water impacts are anticipated. 

Water Resources – wetlands The Proposed Project has the potential to involve the loss of  up to 0.09 acres of  wetlands (see Section 3.4.4). 

Past and present projects took place, or are taking place, within previously disturbed and/or paved areas on airport property. Past and present projects did not require any filling or grading within wetlands. As a result, no impacts to 
wetlands occurred as a result of  the past or present projects. Future projects at the Airport will take place within previously disturbed areas and/or paved areas on airport property and will not require tree cutting or vegetation removal. 
Therefore, no impacts to wetlands will occur as a result of  future projects.  

No cumulative effects to wetlands are anticipated. 
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Construction Impacts Construction activities are generally short-term and temporary in nature, and do not usually cause significant adverse environmental impacts at airports. Short-term construction impacts include soil erosion, water quality, stormwater 
runoff, air quality, and noise. The EA includes mitigation measures to address stormwater runoff  and minimize air and noise impacts.  

The cumulative project impacts will include short-term construction impacts similar to the Proposed Project in that they are temporary in nature and will not create long-term adverse impacts.   

Since construction activities will comply with the provisions of  FAA Advisory Circular 150/5370-10H, Standards for Specifying Airport Construction of  Airports, and Best Management Practices (BMPs) will be incorporated to minimize 
fugitive dust impacts and other impacts resulting from construction activities, no cumulative effects related to construction activities are anticipated. 

The discussion of  cumulative impacts addressed impacts of  reasonably foreseeable future projects proposed in this EA in combination with past and present actions at the Airport. These actions have been implemented, are under 
current planning, or are anticipated in the near future to bring the Airport into compliance with federal design standards, improve safety of  Airport operations, and improve the facility’s infrastructure. 
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3.5   List of An cipated Permits, Approvals, or Reviews 
All permits, approvals, or reviews would be obtained prior to construction. The permits or 
approvals that may be required for the Proposed Project are summarized below. 

 A USACE Section 404 Permit (It is anticipated that the Proposed Project will 
qualify for coverage under the USACE Nationwide Permit) 

 A State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permit (SPDES) General Permit 
for Stormwater Discharges from Construction Activity (Permit No. GP-0-20-001) 

 Town of  Wappinger permits (may include the following floodplain construction 
permit, wetland disturbance permit, erosion control permit) 

3.6   Summary of Impacts 
Table 3.15 includes a summary of  impacts, and if  applicable, required mitigation for each of  
the environmental resource categories identified in FAA Order 1050.1F
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Table 3.15 – Summary of Impacts and Required/Recommended Mitigation Measures   

 Proposed Project Alternative No Action Alternative 

Impact 
Category 

Impact39 
Mitigation 

Required/Recommended 
 

Impact 
Mitigation 
Required 

Air Quality No Impact No mitigation measures are required. 

Construction Best Management Practices (BMPs) are 
recommended to reduce the emissions of  criteria pollutants 
(refer to Section 3.4.1). 

 

No Impact None 

Biological Resources Potential loss of  up to 0.09 acres of  pied-
billed grebe wetland habitat  

A USACE Section 404 wetlands permit will be obtained prior 
to construction. Measures and/or restrictions set forth in the 
permit will be adhered to during construction. 

To protect pied-billed grebe, time of  year restriction for 
construction activities within wetlands will occur between 
March 1 and June 30. 

Wetland impacts will be kept to the minimum amount necessary 
to avoid the destruction of  potential pied-billed grebe habitat 
and nesting areas.  

Construction BMPs (refer to Section 3.4.3) 

No Impact None 

Climate No Impact No mitigation measures are required. 

Construction Best Management Practices (BMPs) are 
recommended to reduce the emissions of  criteria pollutants 
(refer to Section 3.4.2). 

 

No Impact None 

Coastal Resources No Impact No mitigation measures are required No Impact None 

Department of  
Transportation, Section 4(f) 

No Impact No mitigation measures are required No Impact None 

Farmlands No Impact No mitigation measures are required No Impact None 

Hazardous Materials, Solid 
Waste, and Pollution 
Prevention 

No Impact Construction BMPs (refer to Section 3.4.5). 

Compliance with FAA Order 1050.10D, Environmental Pollution 
Control and Abatement at FAA facilities 

No Impact None 

Historical, Architectural, 
Archeological, and Cultural 
Resources 

No Impact No mitigation measures are required No Impact None 

Land Use No Impact No mitigation measures are required No Impact None 

                                                      
39Impact evaluation is based on conceptual drawings and preliminary planning information. 
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 Proposed Project Alternative No Action Alternative 

Impact 
Category 

Impact39 
Mitigation 

Required/Recommended 
 

Impact 
Mitigation 
Required 

Natural Resources and Energy 
Supply 

 No Impact No mitigation measures are required No Impact None 

Noise and Noise-Compatible 
Land Use 

No Impact No mitigation measures are required No Impact None 

Socioeconomics, 
Environmental Justice, and 
Children’s Environmental 
Health and Safety Risks 

No Impact No mitigation measures are required No Impact None 

Visual Effects No Impact No mitigation measures are required No Impact None 

Water Resources (surface 
water, groundwater, wetlands, 
floodplains) 

Loss of  up to 0.09 acres of  wetlands 

Floodplain encroachment 

A USACE Section 404 wetlands permit and a Town of  
Wappinger Floodplain Construction Permit will be obtained 
prior to construction. Measures and/or restrictions set forth in 
the permit will be adhered to during construction. 

Comply with flood-related design criteria. 

Construction BMPs (refer to Section 3.4.4) 

No Impact None 

Water Resources (wild and 
scenic rivers) 

No Impact No mitigation measures are required No Impact None 

Construction Impacts No Impact Construction BMPs (refer to Section 3.4.7) 

Construction activities will be conducted in accordance with the 
provisions of  FAA Advisory Circular 150/5370-10H, Standard 
Specifications for Construction of  Airports and FAA Order 
1050.10D, Environmental Pollution Control and Abatement at FAA 
facilities. 

No Impact None 

Cumulative Impacts No Impact No mitigation measures are required. No Impact None 

Source: C&S Engineers, Inc.     
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Chapter 4 – Public Participation 

A public participation program has been ongoing as part of  the EA process and has included 
agency coordination and meetings, public information meetings, and public communications.   

4.1  Agency Mee ngs and Coordina on 
Agency coordination has included scoping letters sent to federal, state, county, and local 
agencies at the initiation of  the project in 2019 (see Appendix B, pages B-1 to 40). Additional 
coordination meetings, correspondence, and email communications were initiated with the 
following agencies: 

NYSDEC: Updated coordination regarding reduced project limits (see 
Appendix B, pages B-42 to B-45 and B-89 to B-92) 

NYNHP: Updated coordination regarding reduced project limits (see 
Appendix B, page B-41 and B-97 to B-98) 

NY SHPO: Coordination initiated in March 2021 to obtain concurrence that 
no historic properties, including archaeological and/or historic 
resources, will be affected by the Proposed Project (see Appendix 
B, pages B-46 to B-59) 

4.2  Dra  EA No fica ons and Distribu on 
The Draft EA was available for review by the general public, government agencies, and 
interested parties for a period of  30 days (April 30th to May 31, 2021).  The Notice of  Availability 
(NOA) of  the Draft EA was published on April 30, 2021 in the Poughkeepsie Journal and the 
Southern Dutchess News (see Appendix N, pages N-2 to N-6).  The NOA was also posted on 
the Project website at https://www.dutchessny.gov/Departments/Airport/airport.htm#Accordion  

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, hard copies were made available for review at the Hudson 
Valley Regional Airport offices at 38 Citation Drive, Wappingers Falls, NY 12590 by 
appointment beginning April 30, 2021 through May 31, 2021.  

In addition, involved agencies were sent a cd copy of  the Draft EA for review and 
comments (see Appendix B, pages B-99 to B-102) 

4.3  Public Comments 
The County accepted written comments on the Draft EA by letter and email.  No comments 
were received from the public during the 30 day public comment period.   
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